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What novelist Margaret Atwood lacks in
warmth, she makes up for in entertainment
by I.M. Owen
Lady Qracle, by Margaret Atwood,’ McClelland &
Stewart. 345 pages, $10 cloth (ISBN O-7710-0815-5).
I.INTII. NOW YOU could have described Margaret Atwood as
rl distinguished poet who had written some prose fiction.
With Lady Oraclc the identification changes for good:
henceforth she is Maaret Atwood. poet and novelist. Her
first novel. Tlw Edible 1Vonm. was not much more than an
expanded anecdote. sustained by unfailing and quite dawli?g wit. In her second, Surfking. she attempted to treat a
snnilar theme more solemnly and sombrely, with (to me, at
leaw an ultimately repellent effect. Each book had a single
theme expressed through a single character surrounded by
mostly forgettable puppets.
LIZ& Onzck has all the intelliince and wit of its pre~Jcccsrors. and a lot more than that. It is a richly textured
novel. *panning 30-odd years, well peopled with characters
and full of incident. It is rich, too, in &current symbols and
allusive echoes that I confidently expect will reveal new
plilycn of meaning in successi~ rereadings, and (a sadder
thought1 provide a rich quarry for Ph.D. candidates yet
unborn.
The book opens with Joan Foster, the narrator and pmtagonist. in hiding in a small Italian town after faking her
own drowning in Lake Ontario. She has become ‘an instant
celebrity in Canada as the author of Lod_v Oracle, a book of
wse that. as we learn later. was produced partly by ausrmmic writing. This is by no means an autobiographical
novel. but the wry reference to Margaret Atwood’s own
experience when she became, as she said at the time, *‘a
Thin;. ‘* is unmistakable.
OnLv loan Foster is established in the present., and in
Italy. tlashbacks take us through the story of her Itfe. (The
flashback technique is handled well; with a minimum of
confusion. In passing, though, let me confess that lately I
have reread a lot of l9th-century novels, and it’s great to
wad something that begins at the beginning, goes on until it
Lames to the end, and then stops. Try it. It’s most refreshing.! Joan Delacourt staru life as the plump daughter of a
mother who is smart. aggressive. disappointed in her only
child. and as time goes on, increasingly alcoholic. The
father is a shadowy and taciturn figure, an anesthetist who
also specializes in saving the lives of would-be suicides in
ripiation of his lethal activities during the war.
Fatness. turning in adolescence to positive obesity, is the
cross the young Joan bears. Her career in Miss Flegg’s
dancing school is blasted when she is demoted at the last
moment before a recital from a butteffly to a mothball. The

next attempt, on her mother’s part and her own, to make her
acceptable is enrolment in a pack of Brownies in a classier
neighbourhood than the one where they live. Thii works
better. (“At Miss Flegg’s you were supposed to try to be
better than everyone else, but at Brownies you were supposed to try to be the same, and 1 was beginning to find this
idea quite attractive.“) But to travel to the socially superior
Brownie pack Joan must cmss a ravine, and her meeting on
the’ bridge with an agreeable exhibitionist (he gives her a
bunch of daffodils) puts a stop to Brownies. About that
twine, by the way. One of the smaller, mom secluded, and
less well known of the many Toronto ravines, it is in danger
of becoming a literary shrine, having now figwed in two
Atwood novels (The Edible lVoman IS the other), in Hugh
Hood’s essay “The Governor’s Bridge is Closed,” and in
Hood’s novel The Swing in the Garden. It never used to
have a name that I knew of, but lately it has acquired one,
on.a neatly lettered sign. I won’t tell you what it is, hoping
to postpone for my lifetime the day when it will have a blue.
historical-site sign and perhaps a cairn bearing heads df
Hood and Atwood in bronze bas-relief, with suitable quotations selected by John Robert Colombo, who by that date
will be the Grand Old Man of Canadian Letters.
Having no companionship with her parents and little with

It is rich, too, in recurrent symbols and allusive
echoes that Z confiaentaly expect will reveal new
layers of meaning in successive rereadings, and
(a sadder thought) provide a rich quarry for
Ph.D. candidates ykt unborn.
her coevals, Joan finds it with her father’s sister Louisa. The
exuberant Aunt Lou is the fiat of the series of Lady Oracles
in the book; as publie-relations director of a sanitary-napkin
company,.she writes Delphic replies to letters from young
women wth problems - includmg one who thinks she has
been impregnated by an incubus. Through Aunt Lou and
her lover. a small and dapper accountant named Robert.
Joab is introduced to a spiritualist church and the neat Lady
Oracle, the Revemnd Leda Sprott. “Leda Spmtt didn’t
mind what you believed as long as you also believed in her
powers.” Joan soon stops going to the Jordan Chapel’s
dreary semices, but not before Leda Sprott tells her that she
has powers and advises her to try automatic writing. She
does; nothing happens except that she singes her bangs with
the candle.
September. 1976. Books in Canada 3
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Aunt Lou suddenly dies, leaving the 19-year-old Joan
that she loses 100 pounds. With heroic
efforts, aided by illness from blood-poisoning arising from
an arrow-wound in the left buttock incurred at the
Spottsmen’s Show, she fulfils the condition, takes the
money, and escapes to London. where she meets au only
faintly spurious Polish Count who icks her up when she
has fallen off a bus - “I wasn’t use $ to having the bus start
before people were safely off it and it ,leapt fmm under
me.” Does this happen to us all in London? I still have an
occasional slight limp from the time it happened to me. I
The Polish Count, with whom she soon moves in, writes
Nurse Novels under the name of Mavis Quilp, and loan,
following his lead, is soon writing Costume Gothics under
her aunt’s name of Louisa K. Delacotut. Excetpts tiom
these are strewn through the novel, comically (and towards
the end rather more than comically) echoing and underlin$2,&lOO on condition
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ing its themes. They am such superb pastiche that they raise
a question: Is there a Margaret Atwood pseudonym hidden
in the Harlequin list? If not, them ought to be.
From the Polish Count she passes into the hands of Arthur Foster, a ban-the-bomb demonstrntor from New
Brunswick. Arthur is a conventional young man, always
anxious not to make a fool of himself; part of his conventionality is that he is always active in the currently fashionable New Loft cause, and always eventually leaves it in a
flutty of letters denouncing all others concerned in it as
traitors.
Word of her mother’s death takes Joan back to Toronto,
where Arthur follows her. They am married in sn “Interdenominational Church” by the Rev. Eunice P. ReveIe,
who tutus out to be Leda Spmtt in hiding from her creditors.
A few years later, when stuck in one of her Gothic
novels, loan remembers Leda Spmtt and tries aummatic
writing agaih, this time with mom success. She fills out the
results with the help of Roger’s Thesaurus. and submits the
completed work to a publisher. This is the book published
as L.&y Oracle, which takes her into the world of television
interviews and cross-country tours. In this new context she
meets new kinds of people, including the Royal Porcupine,
a caped artist who exhtbits dead anuuals m freezers under
titles like “Raccoon and Young, Don Mjlls and 401, broken
spine, internal hemorrhage.” The Royal Porcupine becomes her lover for a time. And them is Fraser Buchanan. a
hanger-on of the arts who turns out to live by blackmailing
cultural celebrities. She deals with his threat to her by stealing his notebook. But somebody is persecuting her, pmbably the Royal Porcupine, and she decides to disappear,
which she &es with the help of two nationalist activists
whom she persuades that she is being hunted by the CIA.
And so back to the beginning of the book, and on to the
&nouement.
That summary, long as it is, leaves out a great deal of this
rich novel. The theme of fatness, for instance, which is
continued, after Joan loses her ‘~cess weight, in her uspeated visions, dreaming and waking. of the Fat Lady from
the midway performing impossible feats. And a great deal is
said about what it is lie to be a woman in the description of
loan’s situation just after she has shed her fat. At 19: she
has grown up, like a porcupine or a skunk (my companson,
not Atwood’s), without the protective sense of fear:
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I’d never dewloped the usual female furs: lea of intruders. fear of
Ihedrtrk.kuof @5Qi"~nOiseOWdE.Jd3On%i%~Of bus ItOQS and
slowing ears. fear of anyone or auylbmg outside wbamrr magfc
circle defines safety.. Allbough my mother bad wmed me about
bad men in the ravbu, by rbe time I tied puberty her wamfngs
mng hollow. She clearly didn’t belii I rould ever be molested. and
neilher df I. It would have been like molesting a giant baskebrll. . . .
4 Bock in Canada,

September, 1976
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Thus. on a bus:

Great moments in sports in

What tine prose, by the way.
On wh;ti it is like to be a man. the author is less successful. This must be the hardest trick for a novelist to master,
im;rginin~ oneself inside the skin of a person of the o poslte
5~s; but tt is often done. and I don’t thmk Mxgaret 1hvood
ha!. managed it yet. Perhaps she realizes thii and has cast
the male chsmctea accordingly: Joan’s father is iatentionullv dim: Atthur Foster is meant to be dull; and evea the
tl:;nlhoyant Royal Porcupine, when he a&lx abandons his
“an” and his fantastic costume. loses hi flamboyance aad
becomes “merely Chuck Brew% had he always been.
urdcmeath his beard?”
The dullness of Arthur Foster brings me to the one other
v;c;lkness I think the novelist Margaret Atwood has still to
overcome. Writing of the poet of the same name in the July
iswe of Boo/is in Canada, Gary Geddes retorted. rightly I
think, to those who complain of a coldness, a lack of feeliag. in her poetry. He quoted her own apposite remark that
poetry doesn’t express emotion, it evokes it in tlte reader.
TIM’S just right: certainly if you are speaking of the relatiwly short lyrics that constitute most poetry today. Epics,
and poetic dramas, are d&mat. And novels are different,
for the same reason. Tlte material of novels is imagined
people. who are above all expressing emotions. And there is
a real inhibition in Atwood (I speak of the writer, not the

w
A CENTURY
OF CHAMPIONS

it is like to be a man, the author is less
successful. Thhis mast be the hardest triclc for Q
i~odist to master, imagining oneself inside the
skin of a person of the opposite sex.
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pmoni that stops her from expressing warmth, delight, joy.
The protagonist of Surfaing shares with her creator a love
of the mcks and lakes of the Shield; when she goes off by
herrelf in a canoe IO fish, simply because that is what site
delights to do. she tells us this, but she can’t make us feel it
because she can’t tell about the feeling without a selfdeprecating sneer. So in rody Oracle, Joan Foster tells us
that she loves Arthur, but never shows herself loving him:
th;ll is, taking deliiht in his company. laughing with him,
enjoying things with him. Instead she makes it clear what a
comicall! dry stick he is, and we don’t really believe she
cwc loved him. In fact it’s astonishing what a funny. entertaining book she has written without any of that warmth.
When this ice-jam breaks, what an wen mote astonishing
boo!; she will write. 0
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Some notes on Richard Outram,
a Canadian poet whose fame
is assured-at least posthumously
.~_J,$
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B~CHARD OVTRAM was born in Oshawa, Ont. and bmught up
in Toronto. He attended the University of Toronto, and
gmdu;lted in 1953 with a degree in English and philosophy.
He joined the CBC, and worked as a stage hand for a year
before going to England, where he worked for a time at the
BBC. He spent a year foorloose in London, enjoying a free
and spartan existence. It was then that he began to write.
After two years in England he returned to Toronto and the
CBC, where he has been eves since. He is ma&d fo the
painter Barbara Howard.
OutrAm’s liar major collection of poems, Ersultore,
J~~bilcrrc, was published by Macmillan in 1966. Since then

Although he is proud to be a Canadian, Outram
has no Merest in being the obsequious Ariel to
the spirit of narrow and chauvinistic nationalism
that isfomzs the CauLit industry.
he has published tive other books of verse; which together
consthute whv is probably Ihe finest body of work by a
li\*ing Canadian poet. Oumxn’s latest volume, Turns.
appeared late last year, published jointly by AnsonCartwright Editions in Tomnro and Chatto & Windus in
London. It was nxeived with excitement in England, but in
Cxtada. its reception w?.s the same ,as that .accord+ !o
E;traLa s other work - tt was met with wIdespread mdlfiich&d Outram has always been neglected in rhis country. Not one of his poems has ever been anthologized: he
does not rate a single line in The Penguin Book of Canadian
I’rse: he is never mentioned in discussions or articles on
modem Canadian poetry. He remains one of the least-

by Hubert de Santana
known poets in Canada. Which is odd, because he is one of
the very best. And I for one don’t need to be clairvoyant to
predict thaf future generations will recognize hi work as
among the most enduring in the Canadian literature of the
late 20th century. Hi reputation will rise as steadily as
others will decline.
Why has Richard Outram not received the recognition
that is hii due., or critical acclaim remotely commensurate
with his achievement? There are. I thmk, three mam
reasons. Fit, Outram is an intensely private mani he has
c9ltivate.d no public persona, and shuns the media fanfare
that some Canadian poets actively seek and revel in.
Second, although he is proud to be a Canadian, Outmm
has no inlerest in being the obsequious Ariel to the spirit of
narrow and chauvinistic natjonalism that informs the CanLit
industry. He writes to his own uncompmmisingly high
standards, and he deals with, among other things, the absolutes of human experience: birth, love, and death, which are
universal and cannot be confined within national boundaries.
Thi@, Outram believes in careful and painstaking
craftsmanship. He writes in melre, which makes his work
unfashionable at a time when verse is being churned out by
“poea” who wouldn’r know a tmchee from a tortilla.
The outstanding qualities of Richard Outram’s poetty are
its integrity, wisdom, and radiance. by which I mean the.
clarim of Longinus. His art is the art of implication: the
writ@ word suggests much mire than is on the page, so
that once the reader’s imagination has been engaged, different strata of meaning reveal themselves as one delves deeper
and deeper beneath the surface of the poem. Outram himself
has compared the interstices in his poems to negative space
in a painting; and one is reminded of Dylan Thomas declar.ing that “the best craftsmanship always leaves holes and

6 Eooks in Canada, September. 1979
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g+ in the works of the poem so that something that is not
in the poem can creep. crawl. flash or thunder in.”
The metamorphic process can be seen ar work in a poem
called “Monarch in Autumn”:

The entire poem is composed of a single sentence, and no
one. even on a cursory reading. could fail to be impressed
by itz manv &licit& the control of the rhythms: the beauty
and precision of the imagery; the masterly use of rhyme to
add to the music of the lines:, the onomatopoeia of “A
random ermtic blaze/Of hazardous orange.. .”
Bar it takes a careful reading to see that the core of the
poem moves around the annual migration of the monarch
butterfly - it travels as far as Central America across the
Gulf of Mexico - a titanic journey for so fragile and delicate a creature. The phrase “of necessity” gives a clue to
the instinctual imperative for the journey, and “being one of
a I;ind” reinforces the idea of a single species preserving its
uniqueness by undertaking a voyage that calls for reserves
of courage and endurance.
It is apparent that the monarch butterfly, with its instinct
~1 create. is a symbol for the oet whose intellect makes its
own lonelv journey through tR e vast landscapes of the imaginaion h order to create something that will be “one of a

Evey Woman’6 Wlmanac 1979
appointment Calendar and Handbook
More than a calendar, not just a book!
The Almanac incorporates the beat features of daytimer and information guide. Illustrated with photos and
carloons. the issues that concern women today are
dynamically presented in the weekly spreads.
192 pages 4% x 6
63.95 (paper)
a E%-DE?su Y& YIr0 &?zil~
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kind,” unique and permanent, surviving triumphantly in an
inhospitable and dangerous environment. In this poem, as in
all of Richard Outnm’s beat work. the whole is more than
the sum of the parts.
“Monarch in Autumn” is taken from Locus-. which contains some of Outram’s finest nature poems. The book tias
published in 1974 by the Gauntlet Press, which is owned
and run by Outram and his wife, and has been in operation
since 1960. Locus is a beautiful example of the printer’s art.
The text is printed on hand-made paper, and bound between
marbled covers. The richness of the ems is embellished
by the wood engravings of Barbara Jo
award. “Monarch in
Autumn” is accompanied by a magnificent engraving of a
monarch butterfly, in orange and black.
The Gauntlet Press has published two other books by
Outram, Credrures (1972) and Thresholds (1973). Both are
illustrated by Barbara Howard’s wood engravings and, like
Locus, are published in limited editions.
Seer, one of Outram’s most important works, was
brought out by the Aliquando Ress, Toronto, in April,
1973. It was designed by William Rueter. and printed on
Carlyle Japan, and bound in French marbled paper, crimson, with the title blocked in gold. It is illustrated with
graphite drawings by Barbara Howard. It is a delight to see
and handle a book so lovingly produced, which does full
justice to such poems as the exquisite “Seer With River
<Image”:
Suimr, consider rhe ~ourcc &he riwr
A wriaq turbulence; berc. a meander.

The illustration for this poem is an extraordinarily sensitive
drawing, three sinuous lines within a circle. which suggest
the current and movement of water with the economy and
skill of the Japanese masters.
Richard Outram’s view of poetry is an exalted one. He
agrees with George Whalley who, in “Pbetic Process,” a
brilliint essay on aesthetics, maintains that “the artist’s
function is priest-lie . . by the ritual ordonnance of the
sensory materials, a state of grace may be induced in the
reader - but only if the rrader. abasing and abandoning
himself, is prepared to allow the vision to complete itself in
him. A work of art, in the manner of a sacrament, offers
perpetual access to reality.” Here is the key to Richard
Outram’s work, for he sees poetry as a redemption of life.
Had he been a lesser poet, Outram might have been tempted to turn his back on the harshness of his times, and retreat
into fantasy or idealism: but he knows that the inner identity
of his age is inescapable, and he responds to it accordingly.
His opposition to its baseness and treachery is unequivocal.
but he attempts to elevate and transmute it through his
poetry. It is obvious that some of his poems, like the moving
title sequence of Turns, could not have been written without
an acote awareness of human cruelty.
When, in a ram personal interview, Outram spoke of the
inhumanity of our age, his eyes darkened. “Man in his
fallen state is unsupportable..” he said quietly. “I don’t see
how we can survive our self-hatreds, our inadvertent toxicities, and our indifference. G&en a false epistemology and
a high technology, oar fatme seems bleak indeed - Armageddonish if you will. And we couldn’t and shouldn’t
survive in this state! What then offers redemption? It seems
to me - and make no mistake there is no deathwish involved here - that our mortality itself is our great boon.
Evervone has some form of volitional access to an outward
and mward form of spiritual grace. In other words, it
~KUI.~~S how you live and what you do.” By isolating what-

6 Eools in Canada, September, 1976
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cwr is ennobling in the human spirit, Outram’s poetry
affirms that possibility of redemption.
At his publisher’s request Outmm wrote a summation of
hi\ poetic themes that was appended to the present edition
ol’ Twrrs: “These poems reflect a continuing preoccupation
with the pmhlem of evil; with the intransigence, terminal or
heroic. of man: with assion and compassion; with the ordindp life. which sha R prwa~l.
. and wth graceful necessary
death.”
Vision is important for Outram; he lees “the ordinary of

The m&wclz

butterfly, rvitb its instinct to
create, is a symbol for the poet whose intellect
mdies its own lonely jomney throuih the vast
I~ndscapes of the imagination.. . .
life” in a new and vital way because his eye has an unusual
r.zfractivc index. and he can make the reader share in a
rcdiscowry of the commonplace. Sometimes the image may
hc stiutling and disturbing: “The ape moon leers/Sucking
his orange teeth.” More often than not he tmnsfiguxs his
subject hy describing it in a way that is fresh and vivid, IIS
rhcn be writes of scrub thorn:
A .~aqfJ “Lw~wJ
Tu&. spmmd by dq
Il’irh mrler hnws srrorfcd
hj%rs of lith: 63 Smwftkl
Ihi of bh~knrsr tu ni&r.
Pimvd b.v rkc spiked fiShI
Ofrmrs. luzppm ,v keep
Skrikr in sliSkI sleep.

@aDuuunteliatPan@kP
A PsacticaP PPan
fos a I-ksmny WQiaPP
Terence Kavanagh, M.D.
The story of Kavanagh’s pioneering use of endurance exarcisc
for the tmatment of poskcoronay attack patients and of his
now-famous gmup who astounded the world by completing
the Boston Marathon, wan though soma had had as many
as three heart attacks! This book provides new confidence
that heart disease can be avoldad, or, if it does strike, that
one can be r&c& to an active and rewarding lifestyle.
$9.95

Unaitd States and Canada
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Richard Outmm is now in his 40s. and at the height of hi
powers. His poems combine beauty with a whipcord tough“~‘5s and bruising wit unmatched elsewhere in contemporary
Canadilm poetry.
This quiet. yticulate. hyprr-intelligent poet insists on his
right to privacy. and will say nothing about his personal life
because it has no relcvsnce to his art. Explaining this, he
refers to Georee Whalley’s assertion that “the highest artistic crcati~ity i’n man arises from a state OF humility which is
in truth not mewly self-abasement, but self-unnihilarion.“~
Nor is he wy forthcoming about his method of writing,
beyond admitting that he destroys all drafts and work sheets
of a poem once it is finished. Clearly Outram has no desire
to hw future scholars coughing in ink over his manuscripts, or gndutute students swarming like ants over the
corpus of his work, each one of them scurrying away with a
Ph.D. th& in its jaws.
Few poets havr given so much to the literature of their
countrv and received so little in return. 1 hati said that his
place in the front rank of Canadian poetry is assured; but it
would he a pity if his fame is entirely posthumous.
So long as the shameful neglect of a poet of such distinction continues. by that much is Canadian culture retarded
nnd diminished. 0

by Kelsie B. Harder

Now you can have quick ~~~05s to the migfns of tha names
of more than 15.000 North American place names, the most
detailed reference of its kind aver published - the culmlnation of more than fifteen years of careful research and
preparation. It defines a Gast selection of tillag+s. towns.
cities, counties. states and provinces. along with the @tn.
meantng and impntanca of each placa oama. Also included
are parks, historic sites, institutions. and bays, capes. riws,
lakes, forests, mount&s. and valleys. $21.95
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Elaine Lambert
A lively and infonnattt guide
discussing the major crafts,
150 of the best craftsmen. craft
outlets, what to look for In buying.
and suggestad day trips.
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Barbara Gulleru & Karl W. Gullers
Of all the hobbies so popular today. few command such
devotion as the creative craft of Needlepoint and clewel
Work. They produce gems of artistic beauty and charmlug
usefulness that will be the treasured heirlooms of tomoxmtv.
In this lichly Illustrated book, evmy step of successful Naedk
point and Crewel procedure is made easy for beginners and
mom fascinating for the axparienced naadlewopker. With the
added guidance of numamus simpletofollow dialpam%
thts book makes it a joy to get truly professional results the
qutckest and easiest way. $7.95 popcrboek
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by Robin Mathews
The University: The Anatomy of Academe, by Murray G:
Ross, McGraw-Hill Ryerson. 310 pages, $13.25 cloth
(ISBN 0-07-053876-x).
THIS BOOK is remarkable. It is an attempt to deal in a
historical/philosophical way with the identity and the diicontents of the present university in Britain, Canada. and
the United States. Ultimately, it has little to say. It is most
remarkable for what it ignores. and - above all - what it
tells about the basis of thought and the blindness of the
generation of administrators present during “the decade of
dissent,” now coming to memoir-writing.
Dr. Rosshimself became the first president of one of
Canada’s new universities, The American University of Toronto. He helped to build an instant university of largely
foreign faculty, one of the most ugly and alienated universities in Canada. As a comment upon York University’s
desire to maintain what Dr. Ross persistently ~&rs”to the traditional, liberal, objectivity-seeking university -the
students early dubbed York’s administration building The
Ministry of Love after the centre of dehumanization and
mind-control in George OrweJl’s 1984. Dr. Ross, then, is a
peculiarly ironicperson to be confronting, with the preteensions of a philosophic overview, the concept of the’university at this time.
He is plainly no philoso her, though he protests great
concern for man’s “insatiab Pe desire to know.” He declares
himself deeply concerned about lost confidence in the mtiversities,‘and he worries his brain to discova reasons. Unknown m him, they are all before him in the university he
helped found, the policies he helped formulate, and in the
insensitivities disclosed in this present volume attempting to
deal with the university as ageneral phenomenon. The book
adds conviction to the assertion that m be a university president in Canada one must be without a count. without
critical insight, and without a scintilla of understanding of
what the “liberal university” means in this century.
Harsh words. But probably not harsh enough. Dr. Ross
employs the cant language of meretricious and muddleheaded rhetoricians. We read of the university’s “mission,,” “life-style,” “govemaoce” - flab words.preseoting Imprecise thought. We are treated to a panoply of nonscholarship. Simple. platitudinous statements that change
must ‘be prepared for. and that people who disagree about.
principle and method will have trouble getting along, are
assiduously footnoted to “authorities,” works written by
U.S. experts in non-information. We read language that
appears to have meaning but is grammatically and logically
uncertain. For instance, Dr. Ross tells us that if we cannot
agree upon dictions., “the inevitable result is a variety of
organizational maladtes. not the least of which is to sink
into a state of anomie.”
Behind the fuzzy language of Dr. Ross, there is a genuine
problem of faulty perception, obfuscation, and omission of
important ideas.
10 Eool~~ in Canada, September, 1976
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From halfway down
Parnassus, the president of
the AU of T attempts to
define the modern university
At the beginning of the book, Dr. Ross sets up a distine
tion between tradition and revolution. “How to go forward,” he writes, “between these two extremes is indeed
the central issue of the university today.” Rubbish.
Revolution in the universities (if such a thing is even possible without revolution in the state) is a million miles away.
Dr. Ross doesn’t mean mvolution. He wishes to address the
problem management brought about by the pressure forcermin modifications that may threaten values, real or mythic,
already present. If a reactionary treats minor modification as
Zze book adds conviction to the asiertion that to
be a aaiversity president in Canada one must be
x*ithoat a counhy, without critical insight, and
::*i?hoat a scintilla of understanding of what the
‘“liberal university” means and has meant in
Fbis centq.
revolution. then he can attempt to create an atmosphere of
despemtion and emergency that allows him to play an old
liheml/6lite game.
Thai is the game that allows only two choices: “You have
il choice between tradition and revolution. Which will you
take?” Put in those lerms, of course, the answer will usually
be. “1 will take tradition.” Pierre Trudeau played exactly
the ume game in 1970: “You have a choice between armed
insurrection or the withdrawal of fundamental human rights
and military occupation for your own good. Which will you
rake?” The Canadian people didn’t want armed insumction. ofcourse. So they chose instead to he hoodwinked. In
both cases. the presentation of stark alternatives denies the
pzrson questioned the right to say: “I want neither; I want to
look at quite different things.” Lie Trudeau in 1970. Ross
sets up altemaives that are intended to focus attention away
from himself. Does someone want to ask about administratiw greed, waste, stupidity. bad planning, and incompetcnce? Those are questions not allowed by the book.
The book asks us to accept some postulates that cannot he
supported by evidence. The people’s revolt (as he calls it)
bus changed [he real power structue of the universities. 1
hasn’t. Dissent has made the university more accessible to
people all through the class structure. It hasn’t. Academic
freedom has been threatened by the inexplicable loss of Consensus among university personnel. It hasn’t. What was an
open. liberal. fair system in which knowledge was assessed
objectively has been threatened by radicalism. Rubbish. Dr.
Ross doesn’t see the highly ideological basis of the
prc-1950 university. and he believes that ideology has been
recently introduced. destructively, to an otherwise remarkable utopian system.
Writing of the “new scholarship,” Dr. Ross says:

Quite clearly. we are intended to assume that “radical professors” do work associated with ideologies. “Established
scholars” (notice the implication), however, are not
ideological. In patty terms. a parallel would’he to say the
left wing of the NDP is ideological but the established LihemI party is not ideolog/cal. To suggest such an ide? about
scholars in a serious book about education is to declare
intcllcctual bankruptcy.
Dr. Ross also blames the radicals for the bad favour the
universities are in now, the radicals and other undesirables.
As well as the universities being plagued with rowdyism
and anarchic behaviour, “Some professors were overtly
docttinain in their teaching and sought deliberately to
ihdoctrinate....” Dr. Ross goes on to say of that yeasty
situation that, “Such abuses of academic freedom obviously.
could not be sustained.”
The imponderable at the moment, according to Dr. Ross,
is the State. He may be right. The university inay be
threatened .by the State, threatened in its genuine freedom
-quite apart from real budgetary and planning necessities.
But older colleagues tell us that the older system was
infinitely more kpressive of eccentricity pad ideological
difference than the present system. We all know, for instance, that the “established scholar” and much-published
Canadian historian, Stanley Ryerson, only received a fulltime appointment (in Quebec) a very few years ago. An
elegant Marxist thinker and writer. Mr. Ryerson would
doubtless (in the terms Ross uses) have been doctrinaire in
his teachine. And so the universitv community of Canada
held him aFarm’s length for years so that it c&id o forward, no doubt, as one community working towar % truth,
to paraphrase Oscar Hanlin and Murray Ross! Reactionary
U.S. historians were welcome at York University, but Stanley Ryerson - Marxist and Canadian - could spend his
time semi-employ&d at nb rank!
The total inability of Dr. Ross to see the ideological
nature of the university makes it impossible for.him to
often of the university answ&g the needs ofiociety, but
,that’s as close as he gets to credible analvsis. And it is very

far away, indeed.

The univeraitv svstem of the West grew for a whole
number of reasdns:~East-West cornpetit&. available capital, a myth of learning, contractors’. lobbies. cheap and
“cultured” baby-sitting, and so foah. Now the future is
unclear. Dr. Ross doesn’t address the role of administrators
in “mad giantism.” He iS not very informative about a
number of the reasons for disaffection. as I have suggested.
In Canada, and I presume elsewhere. the public began to
react to arrogant, condescending, delirious waste and betrayal by administrators across the university system.
To begin’, the Canadian population was and is treated
with open contempt as a resource pool for university personnel. So great has been the wasteful failure to use Canadians in our universities that the Ontario Minister of Universities and Colleges had. recently, to tbmaten the Ontario
presidents that he will undertake economic sanctions against
them, if they continue to refuse to hi qualified Canadians.
Only in Canada could such a directive have to be published.
In any institution like a university the greatest cost is for
personnel. For 20 years, Canadian administrators have been
operating a polii of wholesale waste in the use of Canadian
personnel. The influx of foreign professors, moreover, is
often made up of inferior personnel, and tends to warp

,
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programs of study away from Canada in ways quite in&vant to Canadian needs.
Dr. Ross never addresses himself m the rampant empirebuilding and waste in physical plant. The subject deserves a
fully researched book of its own. Some day it may be written. The public became incteasingly disaffected as it came
to know that something was deeply wrong with expansiqn
in yducation. Who butlt the umversities? What was their
connection to provincial cabinets? Let me use one example
only, a simple and quite undramatic one.
Carleton University in Ottawa built a high-rise academic
building of 22 stories: unnecessary, inefficient, alienating,
unsuitable, and ugly. The elevator system is so ill-planned
that entry and exit from the main floor has to be cut off in
winter! Myth was circulated that the endless ranks of phosphorescent lights running through the offices provided the
cheapest lighting available, though the lighting was cold,
over-bright, and unsuitable. When austerity hit a year ago, a
team of electricians went tbmugh the building diiconnecting all but one phosphorescent light in each office and
insrolling an individual reading lamp in each! Academics can
duplicate that story from coast to coast and doubtless from
.
the Gulf of Mexico to the Yukon.
Waste of Canadian talent so great as to be obscene!
Waste of tax dollars in physical empire-building beyond the
dreams of Montreal’s Mayor Dmpeau! Waste, too, in the
organization of material so that the learners have had, and
still have, trouble learning what is most impottant for them
to know. The fight to get Canadian materials into the universities has never received the so port of administrators
like Dr. Ross. Administraton still b Pock the development of
reasonable and necessary Canadian studies.
About 1970 the University of Saskatchewan at Regina
taught U.S. and Russian government but did not teach
Canadian government. At Dr. Ross’s university, York, the
course on Income Tax examined the U.S. tax system and
structure without any reference to Canada! Waste of Canadian talent. Waste in physical construction. Waste in the
organization of learning materials. Waste, finally, of moral
integrity. Scholars, the rhetoric went, must dream and stand
as critics of society. But the buck-chasers came out of the
universities like Hong Kong land speculators. When genuine
moral issues arose, the academics collapsed. In the U.S.,
the McCarthyites weeded the universities almost without
successful opposition. In Canada, hundreds of academics
yelping that the drive to Canadianization robbed, somehow,
the basic human rights of people who hadn’t even yet ap
plied for jobs in Canada disap eared into obscene silence
when the Trudeau government Ptfted the human rights from
4OOQu~bceois and thrust them, nameless, in jail.
Someone also needs to $0 a study of ‘he Forpom!e
iitors; held by Canadtan .and other !m~~tty prest% ss. a duector of Tone magazme, ts not bkely
to undertake the task. His book, in fact, is liie the Pope’s
examination of The Vatican and world Catholicism, or
Massolini’s analysis of Fascism. or Keith Davey’s examination of the Liberal Forty of Canada. It is a book that gets
seriously in the way of understanding the university and its
discontents in the last quarter-century.
When R. B. Bennett left Canada, went to England, and
took a title, F. R. Scoit wanted to record the essential colonialism that permitted Bennett to see the height of his
career as an English Lord rather than as a Canadian Rime
Minister. Scott wrote:
T,, make rhe sin& mclrn,n_q doubly clear
He ends rhe Jowmy -as a Bridsh peer.

Times have changed. The kudos now is with U.S. connections. A colonial-minded universiry president now caps his
career with a directorate of a U.S. corporation. Of Murray
Ross, one might rhyme:
Direuw now. he raps his splmdid dimb
0
.4 U.S. propagamia basr -for Time.
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The Crown in Canada, by Frank
MacKinnon.
Glenbow-Alberta
lnstitute/~IcClellnnd & Stewart West,
169 pages, $7.95 cloth IISBN
0.77131015-9) and $4.95 paper
!lSBNO-7712-1016-71.
CROWN has been much in the public eye in North America in 1976, with
the Queen’s triumphant Bicentennial
visit to the United States followed by
what one may perhaps call (in all the
circumstances! a remarkably suceessful sojourn in Montreal for the Olympic
G;lmes. But the Crown the newspaper
readers and television watchers ha=
been aware of is not quite the same
Crown that Professor Frank MacKinnon is writing about in his new book.
Mr. MacKinnon is a political scientist,
and the political scientist’s concept of
the Crown is rather different from that
entenained by the common people.
Mxliinnon’s Crown is an abstraction. At the wry beginning he says that
the Crown in Canadian government
today has 12 representatives: “The
Queen. the Governor General. and the
Lieutenant-Governors.” Even some
political scientists may blink momentarily at the idea of the Queen as a
“represent&e” of the Crown. Most
of us think of Queen and Crown as one
and indi+ible. Yet the political scientists have long distinguished between
the Sovereign and the Crown. The late
MacGregor Dawson, as revised by
Nomlan Ward. says. “The Crown is
. . the institution apart Tim the incumbent of the moment; kiigs and
queens may come and go, but constitutionally and legally the Crown goes on
forever. relatively .tmdisturbed by the
impermanence of sovereigns.” It is the
institution that MacKinnon is writing
about.
His thesis is very definite. The
Crow is a very valuable political institution indeed. an utterly essential
part of our system of government. If it
did not exist. Mxkinnon clearly believes, it would be a good idea to invent
it. It is particularly valuable in that its
exirtence separates the possession of
power from the wielding of it. The
politicians in office are allowed to
wield power. but they do not possess it:
it is a temporary trust. The Sovereign is
the possessor of power. which means
THE

today that she is the custodian of it on
behalf of the people. But in all normal
circumstances the power is wielded
only on (we used to say) the advice of
ministers; MacKinnon says frankly,
and truly. theadviceoftheprimeminater. He observes: “A prime minister in
Canada (and a provincial premier) is
made to know from the start of his administration that he is advising on the
use of the Crown’s power. not wielding
power that he actually possesses.” 1
hope this is not anoptimistic statement.
Our author has a proper suspicion of
politicians, and an equally pmper suspici?n of the public’s tendency to
aioltze them. He recalls the “frenzied
adulation” of Mr. Trudeau in 1968 and
(holding the balance even) of Mr.
Diefenbaker in .1958. We must idolize
somebody, he admits; and it is better
and safer that we should idolize the
Cmwn,~which does not wield power.
(Here I chime in with the remark that
this is all perfectly true, but that the
Crown we are invited to idolize - and
which some of us, in some degree. do
idolize - is not an abstraction, but a
charming lady and her agreeable family.)
Mr. MacKinnon is not concbmed
with preserving the Crown as a symbol
of Canada’s British heritage and tradition. He lays much emphasis on the
new Letters Patent of 1947 by which
the then King authorized the Governor
General to exercise “all power and au-

thorities lawfully belonging to Us in
respect of Canada. ” “Thus the powers
of the head of state are now completely
in Canadian hands.” This the author
fully approves, clearly feeling that it
should make it easier for all Canadians,
of whatever origin, to accept the Crown
and the Queen of Canada as a Canadian
institution. Quebec newspapetx please
COPY’
With the author’s general thesis OTdinary citizens as well as political scientists can and should fully ague. The
system ofconstitutional monarchy as it
functions in Canada is a sound,
efficient expression of democracy. It
has worked well for us, on the whole.
for more than a centmy, changing with
changing times, and if we put something else in its place we should almost
certainly get something worse.
Nevertheless, I think MacKinnon
somewhat overdoes his enthusiasm for
monarchical institutions. One gets just
a trifle tired of his exposition of the
unpleasant things that happen in countries that have gone republican: India.
for instance, or Nigeria, or Uganda or the United States. Did these nasty
things happen because of republican institutions, or did they happen because
those communities-are the kind of
communities they are? No doubt our
system is better than the Americans’;
no doubt the Americans owe theii survival partly to the fact that they are so
rich that they can afford an imperfect
system: yet the U.S. hasn’t done too
badly for a couple of centuries; it is
pulling out of the Watergate misery
pretty satisfactorily, and I suspect these
things are owing to Americatrqualities
and an American tradition to which the
republic-versus-monarchy argument is
really not very relevant.
This is a tactful book. Its subject is
controversial, and MacKinnon doubtless has strong feelings about it, but he
carefully avoids dealing with it in
polemical terms. Nobody would know
from these pages that there is in the
Canadian House of Commons an exPrime Minister who has long been
campaigning against what he and a fair
number of other people consider the
tendency of Liberal governments to
downgrade the mle of the Crown in
Canadian life. Nor does the book mention Mr. L6ger’s long illness following
September. 1976, Books in Canada
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and other poems
RICHARD OUTRAM
“Hats off; Gentlemen!
\Vr have a major poet in our
midst . . an artist of internation;ll stature.”
Boo/~ in Canada
woo

paper

RODNEY DENNYS
Somenet Hemld

Tbir f~rcinming book illuminates the
mditions of gen4oEy and heraldry,
heraldic WI and the heralds’ unique
role in medieval life. It at once explorer: the origins and armorisl use of
f;lbutous cr.%;ltures (unicorns. mantiCOWS 2nd panthers incensed, to name
but il few) and Gdly evokes that
brilliant age of crusaders.
troubildoun. schoolmen and saints
- il v;orld of action. myth and

p@‘3”try.
..a splendidly illustmted book of
bcaut). and colour . . lovely to pus5n5:*
‘?hc golden age ofheraldry. smoking
horses. clashing amx and streaming
txmncr~ . . a splendid new book! .
1

written by an absolutely fiat-Me expmt.”

Xaleidoscqw’. B.B.C.

S!I ;: I’. 224pp. plus I6full.mlour
plilus. 100 illustr&ms some never
bzforc rcpmduced. Cloth bound.
I

I

S29.50. signed limited edition of
100. rlipc’se. $49.50.
ANSON-CAR-WRIGHT
EDITIONS
229 Cullege Street. Torontc

hi unfortunate stroke in 1974, which
has certainly afforded ammunition to
those who me disposed to argue that the
office of Govemer General is rcdundam.
It is also a short book, and cannot
deal in any detail with the history of the
subject. Some day. perhaps, somebody
will produce a study of Mackenzie
King’s attitudes towards the Crown,
based on thorough reading of the great
man’s diary. (“Attitudes” is the word,
not “attitude.“) King certainly would
not have gone along with the idea ofthe
Cmwn as a safeguard against the
over-mighty or over-popular politician.
And I fear that he usually thought of the
Crdwn in personal rather than institutional terms. Perhaps Mr. MacKinnon
is a little too impersonal. In the
emergency situations (which he duly
notes) where the Cmwn may be called
upon actually to exercise power, it is a
person. not an abstraction, that has to
act. It was not an abstraction that refused MacKenzie King a dissolution of
Parliament in 1926; it was a tough,
high-minded citizen who had commanded army corps and tiies and was
not afraid of taking responsibility.
Them is no certainty at all that we shall
not need -another tough citizen m do
something similar in some future crisis.
It was not an abstraction that chose
Stank?) Baldwin over Lord Curzon to
be Prime Minister of Great Britain in
1923; it was an experienced old
monarch, getting the best advice he
could.
- -

The Enemy that Never Was, by
Ken Adachi, McClelland & Stewart.
456pages,$14.95 cloth(ISBNO=l’llO0723-x)
By JOHN PEARCE
“YES, you ARE free in Canada,” pmclaimed the Victory Bond slogan in
1943. Grim reading for the Canadian
Japanese, dispossessed of theit livelihoods and property by decree from Ottawa, evacuated from coastal British
Columbia, and crowded info mmshackle camps in the interior.
Thousands of them were Canadian citizens; the previous year hundreds of
them had contributed genemusly and
loyally m the same Victory Bond
scheme, &signed “to free the oppressed.” Their story has not been told before. In future it may be told differently, but it is unlikely m be told better
than by Ken Adachi, who makes of it

The Crown in Canada is an excellent

little book as Far as it e&s. and one
could wish it went furthe;. Itsapproach
is academic, and academics, unfottunately, will probably be its chief readers. Few people in French Canada are
likely m note or heed its cogent argument that the Crown as a political institution has much to offer to Quebec:
the majority are more likely m go on
regarding the Queen as a survival of
foreign domination. Mr. MacKinnon, I
speculate, has decided that the Crown
in Canada is in danger, and that the best
thing he can do towards saving it is to
present a cool intellectual assessment
of its practical value to the country.
This he has done very well, and it is a
g6od thing he has ddne it. But I suspect
that if the Crown survives in Canada it
will be at least as much because of
sentimental and pemonal appeal as of
practical political considerations. People qe interested in people. The television watcherr-whoarealso thevoters

powerful and salutary reading.
Rrhaps -just perhaps - thete4s
palliation for the Kitig governmeW in
the context of war against Japan
(though the Canadian Army said that
the Japanese did not constitute “the
slightest menace to national security.“)
But there is no mitigation for thcvirulent racism with which Canada greeted

the preceding 50 or so years of Japanese
immigration. The general response of
B.C., frighteningly well displayed by
its politicians, tanged from guarded
hostility m rabid and malicious persa
cution; from words (“Their presence is
an insult and a stench in our nostrils,”
wmte the Kelowna Courier) m deeds
(the 1907 anti-Oriental riots in Vancouver; extensive anti-Japanese legislation).
It is a measure of Mr. Adachi’s dii
tinction as a social historian that he tells
the bitter tale of his people with such
dignity and restraint. His writing is an
immensely attractive mix of balance
and passion. There is scholarship; there
is rich irony; them is a dogged mmd that
worries at a subject, looking for hidden
motives and parallels. For example, not
content merely to explain and expostulate over the wartime evacuation, he

if thejam allowed to. There are
indications of creeping republicanism
among the politicians in Ottawa, and
the creepers will certainly continue to
tty to push things them own way without raising the issue frankly-and assuredly without/giving the voters a
chance to expres$ their views. y
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HIS up comparisons - all, BS it hap
pens. unfwourable - with the tteab
ment of German and Italian aliens in

Canada. and of Japanese in America
and srrategically critical Hawaii.
Even more impressive. there is a
nowlist’s mind a( work in the account
of whar it fell lie fo be a Japanese in
Cktada in the first half of the 20th cenwry. In particul$r, he explores Ihe generation gap between lssei (pioneer immigrdnrs) and Nisei (second generakni wirh great sensitivhy. in the light
of trtiirional Japanese industry. clannishness. polirical passivity. and restricke virtues. A whole way of life is
vividly evoked.
As complex patterns and idenrity
criseh emerge. especially over rooted
loyulries IO a country that has cried 1o
rcjecl rhem. rhe lumping together and
bull; labelling of all Japanese comes to
>cem not only, ludicrous but tragic. The
smex eampmgn conducted from 1890
IO 1950 by many B.C. politicians and
czitorial wrilen stinks. Adachi has little uouble refuting wild and onsup
ported &aims about lack of hygiene,
subwrsion. and “unfair competition.”
IIS well as gross exaggerations about
numbers of immigrams and breeding
rates. *iet these views.: which frequently culminated in crw for expul.
aion. carried considerable “no smoke
cithour tire” weight throughout
Canada.
Discrimin~rion was often sadistic or
cynically self-interested: an employer.
suddenly needing cheap labour.
dowses earlier inflammatory remarks
abom the “yellow peril” and hires
Japanese at exploit& rates: fishing
licences are revoked because ihe
Japanese are “excessively industrious” and so a threat. However. Adachi
has the insi_rht m spot a compensatory
masochism m the Japanese that ties in
with wme of Margaret Atwood’s
Easic-Victim Positions: “11 can’t be
helperi”; “We mustn’( give offence”;
“Authorin should not bechallenged.”
@ire jktifiably. he rmploys as an
i&.kw the skeleel nature of Japanese
Canadian citizenship before it was
fleshed out with the franchise in 1948.
Adachi has an acute eye for anomalies
-especially when a couniry seems to
have first-class and second-clnss chizen, - and he is full of dire warnings fo
Canada about possible repetitions.
His account of the ill-conceived and
ill-executed evacuation is essential
reading for anyone with smug assump
Iions about Canada’s supposed fairness
and adherence to democratic ideals.
I‘!evet?heless. rhe evacuation emerges
as an ambiguous evil compared with
cvlier inexcusable injustices. Despite
the uphewal. the massive expmpriations. fhc derisory reparation, the jarring of 11.000 lives. many Japanese
Canildians now look upon the evenf as a
blessing in disguise. Certainly barriers

The following paperbacks are available wltb a
.
single author in each book, list price of
$ 3 . 0 0
COUNSELLOR EXTRAORDINARY by Stewart Boston
WU-FENG by Munroe Scott
LOVE MOUSE; MEYER’S ROOM
two plays by Sheldon Rosen
COLOUR THE FLESH THE COLOUR OF
DUST by Michael Cook
EXIT MUTTERING by Donald Jack
THREE WOMEN
a trilogy of one-act plays 6y Z&h Gamer
THE DEVIL’S INSTRUMENT by W.O.MitcheU
THE PIZE, THE STORE; INSIDE OUT
three one-act plays by Mauor Moose
WESTBOUND 12:Ol by Brock Shove&r
MARSH HAY by Metill De&on
THE UNREAS0N~L.E ACT OF
JULIAN WATERMAN by Ron Taylor
THE TWISTED LOAF; SOFT VOICES
two plays by Aviva Ravel

VICKY by Gmhame Woods
THE VICE PRESIDENT by Joseph &hull ’
The following paperbacks have two prays
grouped together in each, list price of

$3.75

LAND OF MAGIC SPELL by Lany Zacharko
WHICH WITCH IS mCH? by Beth McMaster
NUTS & BOLTS & RUSTY THINGS (music Included)

by Fred Thury and Robert Galbraith
THE CLAM MADE A FACE by Eric Nicol
PROFESSOR FUDDLE’S FANTASTIC FAIRYTALE MACHINE by Alan 33. Ball and Paul Bradbury
KING GRUMBLETUM &
THE MAGIC PIE by David Kemp
CYCLONE JACK by Carol Bolt
BILLY BISHOP &
THE RED BARON by Leonard Peterson

MASQUE by Ron Cameron (an adapted version of
the play “‘One-Man Masque” by James Reaney)
CATALYST by John Ibbitson
GENERAL EDITOR: Rolf Kalman
.I . . . they should be in every Canadian library.”
Harry Boyle, CRTC, Ottawa
At better bookstores or from
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of prejudice have tumbled since the
Scwnd World War and dispersal across
C;moda has brought prosperity to
many. The camps, though potentially
soul-destroying. provided the first
holiday for decades for some of the
clden. and many of the children were
entrimced by the mountain environment
- see .4 CMI in Prism Camp by

%&;ye Takashima (Tundra Books,
Thitimall-child memoir has up until
now been one of the very few books to
touch on the Japanese in Canadrl. Suddenly. in a rich and provocative study.
Ken Adachi has made them history. In
doing so he has raised issues of conxience that will gnaw away at those who

believe Canada should champion the
free trade of peoples and a consistent
andliberal interpretation oftherightsof
a citizen. He casts a shadow over
Canada’s much-vaunted success in assimilating immigrants: and forces his
readers to examine then own responses
on matters of race for lurking
prejudices. 0

by

Education md Culture in NewLbnndland. b\* Frederick W. Rowe.
Xl&raw-Hill Ryerson. 22.5 pages,
%I’.50 cloth ,lSBN 0-07-082373-l).
‘“There’s no better place than
here”. by Ralph Matthews. Peter Martin Associates. 164 pages. JS.95 cloth
,ISBN o-58778-135-7) and $3.95
p;rpcr I ISBN O-$877& 136-5).
KDTH CJF THESE books are about Newfoundland. There the similarity ends.
The weighty pretentiousness of the title
of Dr. Rowe’s hook should warn curious
xelxn after the truth that what they
find might not be what they expect: for
it is ti s;ld but undeniable fact that public
oftice constitutes a poor training
,nround for literary endeavours of any
Kind. In this instance Rowe. who spent
m;lny years in the Smallwood governmwt as Minister of Education, might
bz expected to be a walking compettJium of statistical information which be is-and at the same time an
apologist for those developmental
pi4iciea. formulated in the cabinet of
which he was a member, that have
brought the province close to emotional
2nd economic disaster. The latter is
ills0 true.

Had Rowe limited his theses to the
primary topic, education, then the
book, although hardly bedtime reading. would have proved of value to
those interested in the admittedly painful struggle for enlightenment chamcteristic of Newfoundland educational
history. He might, tdo, have indulged
in less pedantry and more art. for although the book manifestly reflects
painstaking research, it lacks the colour
and breadth of humanity - a strange
ommission in a book purporting to
speak to culture and education.
‘But worst of all is the complete
absence of any reference to what now
can be seen as Newfoundland’s struggle
for cultural survival, a struggle in
which education has played a dual,
almost schizophrenic role. In preConfedemtion days. the cultural bias
was essentially English. Since the cultural traditions of the people were e?ctracted from England and Ireland, and
their educational opportunity was extremely limited, the threat of dominance from an outside cultural source
was minimal. The education explosion
that occurred after 1949, well documented by Rowe, was also attended
by an invasion of American text-

MIWAEL COOK

books. Not only was scant attention
paid to Newfoundland and its people,
but the new Canadian parent might just
as well not have existed. Ally that to a
critical failure to understand and ap
preciate the richness and importance of
thewriousdialects that abounded-an
attempt, in fact, to teach English as a
second language - and the result has
been a generation de@ved of its heritage. It’s hardly surpnsing that English
is the most hated subject amongst the
vast majority ofstudents. This situation
is being corrected now as school
boards, curriculum committees, local
publishing houses, educatiordsts at all
levels. seek to intmduce new generations of students to a wide range of
material that speaks to them, in their
own tongue, of their own experience.
That is the current cultural revolution.
But Rowe does not concem himself
with this at all. oreferrine instead. to
take side-swip&‘at those-who w&Id
condemn the resettlement program, allying industrial progress with educational opportunity, and noting with a
good deal of satisfaction that the province has almost made the transition
from a rural to an urban society.

There is a great need for a book that
studies in death the full imolications of
the educa&al revolutidn that has
turned Newfoundland upside down
during the past 25 years, and the real
social and cultural implications. Dr.
Rowe. cut off it seems from the mainstream of the current realities of Newfoundland life. has failed to movide it.
In contmst . “There’s no fkterplace
tbmr berr”. written by sociologist Ralph

Matthews. examines the circumstances
surroundinz three small Newfoundland
communiti&s’ stubborn refusal to resettle to “growth” areas, ‘as part of the
progmm of which Rowe speaks so
wumly. Matthews, at one time with
the Institute of Social and Economic
Research of Memorial University, had
oricinallv intended to study the WV
c&~mun%ies adjusted to sodal change;
but when a small outwrton an island in
Notre Dame Bay announced resolutely
that it would not be moved to a growth
arca. despite the obvious benefits of
incrrssed educational and medical services. to say nothing of general communication, he changed his tactics.
The result is meticulously honest (he
states his bias). carefully researched,
moving. and timely - a plea for an
alternative to the current obsession with
industrialization. modernization, and
growth ~wntres that infect not merely
Newfoundland, but the whole of mm1
Canada. That there is in existence a
lone-ten plan to reduce the rural popular& of Canada is hardly in doubt. For
ywn. the Newfoundland provincial
government touted the notion that the
only communities resettled were those
thm requested it, a theme retold in Dr.
Rowe’s book. At the same time, there
existed in Confederation Building a
nupdetailing thosecommunities slated
for resettlement! It was the shocked
discovery. by the residents of Small
Harbour (not its real name) that it was
scheduled to resettle that prompted the
initial confmntation, a confrontation
that resulted in the islanders gaining
improved circumstances and the Freedom to make their own choice . . to
lewe or to stay. Moontain cove was
within the area of Bonne Bay. now a
Natiunal Park, and Gmnde Terre, one
of the few remaining French-speaking
communities in Newfoundlan$ lies at
the tip of the Port au Port peninsula,
jutting out into the Gulf of St. Lawence. From the government’s point of
view. none of the communities were
economically viable. But as Matthews
points out: “The problem with such
procams (centralization and resettlement) is that they fail to take into account the wishes of those who do want
to remain in rum1 areas. and that they
use inadequate and value-biased
criteria in their assessment of the nonviability of much of rural life. It is a
value bias to assess rural communities
only in terms of their economic viabil-

Newfoundland may have made the
.
transition from a rural to an urban
society, b&t lost its soul in the process
ity and to ignore the social structure.
culture, andvalues of the people which
together constitute the social vitality of
these communities.” Exactly. Human
values ignored in the light of economic
criteria.
Matthews is a r&it. He examines
the life style of the people in the three
communities under discussion. and in
many ~OSCS finds it harsh and primitive. But granted the specifically limited and localized skills of the inhabitants, they can maintain themselves with gmater dignity and freedom
where they are, whereas immediately,
or within a few years, they would become unemployible on thelabour markets of larger centres. Since the majoror &other. there is little
purpose sewed in moving them to areas
where they would probably require assistance for longer periods. Perhaps
most tellingly, Matthews makes the
point that successive governments have
totally ignored the development of
small resource-based industries in rural
areas. which would have the effect of
improving the economic viability of
&ch areas. while imorovine their social
conditions. Successive ldelegations
from the Maritimes ho? trotted off to
Scotland, Norway, and Iceland, to examine the effectiveness of those countries’ rural development programs.
Ape from eating nod drinking well,
the immediite advantages of such trips
have not become apparent, although
each one of those countries have ensured the continued survival of a vigorous economically viable rural culture.
As Matthews notes:

Even the Depwtment of Regional
Economic Expansion, hailed as the
saviour of the Maritimes, focuses
mainly on industrial incentives as the

key to repal +velopment, and the
bu k of I e monres from DREE programs land up in industrialists’ pockets, leaving the people if anything.
further back than they were.
In Newfoundland today, although
the resettlement program is. one hopes,
athiioFthepast,thethmattororal
lifestyles remains as governments pursue a simple policy of neglect. Millions
of dollars are currently being spent in
St. John’s on an arterial mad that nobody wants -no one, that is. without a
vested interest in the project - while
the city panics about water supplies.
and out in the remote coves louted so
lovingly by theTourist Department (the
income Tim tourism is in excess OF
$100 million) the honey buckets are
lugged td the landwash at nights and
water is Fetched by hand IO gallons at a
time.
The people of the three communities
who resisted resettlement have been
lucky so Far. Dogged persistence, a reevaluation of their life style in comparison with urban centres. the presence of
community leaders, and self-help all
contributed. But Matthews, no mmantic, warns that their continued survival
depends on revised government plan_
ning, attention to the development of
craR industries and the recognition that
such communities are legitimate alternatives so pmlifeiating urban sprawl.
But currently, even freight and trsnsportotion policies are designed to bring
about the demise of much of rural
Canada. Anyone who has ever been on
the receiving end of Canadian
National’s sewice in Newfoundland
can vouch for that.
Pierre Elliot Trudeau, in the days
when he was a theoretician and not a
politician, wrote: “Every Canadian has
the right to the good life. whatever the
province or’community he lives in.”
Something seems to have gone wrong.
And time is running oat. “There’s no
benerplace rbnn here” is timely. and
compelling, and deserves wide attention. One hopes somebody will leave a
copy on Pierre’s pillow. To say nothing
of the pillows of Frank Moores, John
Cmsbie, and, why yes, even Dr. Rowe.
It’s never too late to learn, they say. 0
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The West and the Nation: Essays in
lionour of W.L. Morton, edited by
Carl Berger and Ramssy Cook.
McClelland & Stewart, 335 pages,
$14.95 cloth (ISBN 0-7710-l 192-x)
and $7 paper USBN 0-7710-l 193-8).
By ALASTAIR SWEENY

Ih@ second volume of Peter Stursberg’s absorbing, multi-faceted study d the Chief end
lis times chronicles Ihe waning years of
l&nbaker’s leadership. It r@v@al@ the in;iJ@ @tori@@ of such maltels as the nuCl@@r
,rarhead i@su@ that caused @rebellion in the
,arty ran& and brought down the Conserrativs government. the notorious Munsinjer cast?. and Dalton Camp’s Campaign to
mseatthe Chief. $15.00

rr IS A COMMON practice to honour eminent scholars, who are deemed to have
retired, with a festschrifr, or book of
essays. In Professor Morton’s case, this
token of his friends’ appreciation goes
to a man who is still teaching, still writing. and still as fascinated as ever by the
mosaic of Canadian history.
The book is aptly titled. Born on a
Manitoba farm, and reared behind a
horse-drawn plough breaking virgin
Prairie sod, Morton once described
himself as “among the last of millenial
generations of men who followed the
plough whose work fed household,
village and city, and carried the fabric
of civilization on their sweating shoulders.” This upbringing,combined with
his father’s election as a Progressive to
the Manitoba legislature, doubtless
gave him an organic, even a mythological view of his surroundings, and a
determination to explore, preserve.
strengthen and then explain them, first
in a regional and then in a wider geopolitical context.
Beginning with his earlier works on
W&tern history, culminating in The
Progressive Party in Canada. Begg’s
Red River Joournal, and hi brilliant

Maniroba: A History, Morton went on
to measure his understanding against a
wider national context, in The Canadion Identity, The Kingdom
This excellent @ourc@ of information on Canadian author@. games. and lit@r@ty trends
and inlluences has been completely r@vis@d
snd up-dated. with n@w material CoWring r@c@ntdev@lopmanls. ltnowcomes in three
v~Ium@$. Volume I covers the year@ up to
lg.20 (335.00). Vo)um@ II treats the y@@rs
1930 to f 960 (325.00). Volume Ill, newly writt@en. deals with the period fmm lgs0 to 1974
(SZOBO). Also av@ilabl@in @boxed sei of
threa paperback volume@ ($35.00).

of Canada

and --what Iconsiderto be his greatest
work so far-The Critical Years:,The

Uttiotr of British North America,
/s57-1373. (in which the practice of

historical judgment is cz$ed to its
zenith).
I will not attempt to review the I5
fascinating essays in thii collection,
except to say that I have my favourites:
Arthur Silver’s “French Canada and
the Metis Question.” which goes a
long way toward explaining why thr
ghost of Louis Riel still stalks the land;
Frits Pannekoek’s witty “The Anglican
Church and the Disintegration of Red
River Society, 1818-1870”; Craig
Brown’s “The Polki& of Billingsgate,” which should demonstrate to
contemporary
politicians
that

scandal-mongering. though sometimes
cathartic, has its dangers; and Jacques
Monet’s “TheCanadi@nMonarchy,“a
fine and elegant apologia for a system
that works well, in preserving “ourimpractical, multi-cultural, religiously
pluralistic federation, which is
economically dominated by strangers,
and which barely manages to stretch a
relatively small population across a
continent of widely differing and noncomplementary economic regions.”
‘Ihe most spectacular essay of all is
Donald Creighton’s “The Ogdensburg
Agreement and F. H. Underhill.” The
Ogdensburg Agreement. first publicly
declared in August, 1940, established a
Permanent Joint Advisory Board between the U.S. and Canada for the
mutual defence of North America in the
event of the collapse of Great Britain.
In praising the agreement later that
month, Fmnk Underhill unfortunately
suggested that *‘we can no longer put
our eggs in the British basket.” When
his remarks were repotted to the public,
demands for Underhill’s resignation
were made to Resident Cody of the
University of Toronto, and it soon came
out that in 1934, Professor Underhill
had written an article suggesting that
the League of Nations and the British
government were “alluring” Canadians into a war: “We must make it
clear to the world. and especially to
Great Britain, that the poppies blooming in Flanders fields have no further
interests for us.”
The U of T Board gave Underhill a
week’s notice either to resign or be
dismissed, but support quickly
materialized in ihe university. Harold
Innis, a scholar whose system of ideas
w a s diametricaily o p p o s e d t o
Underhill’s, came to his defence, and
Underhill refused to resign. Hugh
Keenleyside and 0. D. Skelton muddied the waters when they took his case
to the Rime Minister, and King had
Chubby Power visit his friend Mitch
Hepburn, who in turn phoned Cody.
Keenleyside also telegraphed Cody that
“proposed action agamst a man widely
known in the United States as exponent
of continental cooperation would have
the most serious reoercussions in that
country.”
In spite of their annoy&e at the
meddling of the mandarins, the U of T
Board took no action against Underhill.
whose narrow escape appears lo have
cooled him off, and turned his political
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loyalties, once firmly CCF, toward the
Liberal Fxty. As Creighton writes:

i&al righteouinesr of the foreign poliiy
of’frurumm and &hem”.

The last few paragraphs of Creighton’s
article dri\re the dagger home, and illustrate iust how comoletelv Underhill had
abandoned Canadian nitionality. Ap
patently forgetting French Canada,
Underhill praised the “cultural uniformity of North America,” and opposed
the findings of the Mqsey Commission, suggesting that “these so-called
‘alien’ American influences are not
alien at all: they are just the natural
forces that opemte in the conditions of
trventieth-centurycivilizstion.”
The laws of the political jungle, no
doubt. as understood by a babe in the
woods. 0

Canadians in Russia, l$lS-1919,
by Roy MacLaren, Macmillan. illustrated, 301 pages, $15.95 cloth (ISBN
o-77051339-5,.
By DAVID l&NAB
19th and 20th centuries
Canada’s relationship to Britain has
been a source of conflict among English Canadians and between French
and English Canadians. Canadians in
Russia is concerned with one of
Canada‘s most important imperial adventures overseas, one that has been
penerally ignored by liberal-nationalist
historiography - Canada’s military
presence in Russia during and after the
First World War. Although the book is
meant for a popular Canadian audience, it does break new ground about
the role of Canadians in Russia.
IN BOTH THE

Roy McLawn has a dual purpose.
Fit of all he clearly indicates the
reasons for the official Canadian interest in Russia in 1917-1918. The
“critical situation” on the Western
Front in 1917 proved to be the initial
reason for their involvement. The
British government asked for Canadian
troops to reopen the Eastern Front,
which had collapsed during theRussian
Revolution. Borden, the Canadian
prime minister, responded, as ever.
with “Ready Aye Ready” to the call of
the British Empire. The second reason
was nationnlistx. Both Borden and hi
Minister of Trade and Commerce, Sir
George Foster, lacking knowledge of
the state of Russia, were misled by
British bf8cinls into believing that Russia would become a potentially enormous market for Canadian goods if the
Bolsheviks were toppled. Siberia became the apogee of Canada’s westward
ambitions. Even after the war ended in
November, 1918, the Canadian military presence remained largely because
of thii Canadian Drang zutn Wes~en.
MacLaren’s second purpose is “to
convey something of how it must have
felt to be sent to Russia at that time,
whether as a general commanding an
infantry brigade in Siberia or as a
frost-bitten gunner in northern Russia
fighting off persistent Bolshevik attacks.” With a sharp and sometimes
cxcifing prose style, MacLansn is at hi
best in this section and therein lies
much of the originality of this work.
His description of the individual Canadian successes and failures with
“Dunsterforce” in the Caspian Sea
sector and with the Canadian forces in
the White Sea area give a &tailed and
t$;;~~t$$;?;; 2 ~~~~~
credit, the author has used oral evidence to flesh out hi narrative and has
revealed the stark contrast between the
soldiers’ and the officials’ attitudes towards the Canadian presence in a
foreign land. He also @scribes the
hopelessness of the undertaking be
cause of the diiuaity among the Allied
foxes and the White Russians. the indifference of the Russian peasant, and
the power of the Bolsheviks. One can
only conclude that, as one contemporary critic put it, Ottawa was as “deathlessly remote” from what was hgppening in Russia as it was with respect to
the rest of Canada by the end ofthe war.
The third and fourth parts of the book
are relatively disappointing. The
former deals with the Canadian contingent to Siberia and largely with its
commander’s conflicts with Borden
and .the British. Canadian tmops saw
little action in this ana. The last seetion, entitled “Sir Robert Borden and
Russia,” contains the story of the futile
attemJ!ts by Borden
to rationalize the
.
Can mn mdltary prcaence in Russia.
Although MacLaren readily acknowl-

In October
THE MANTICORE
at $4 25
‘One of

the most elegant
nove’ls to dome out of
North America in a very
long time.. . Canadian
literature iS no longer
daughter in her mother’s
house but mistrass in
her own.’ - .
Anthony Burgess

In March, 1977
FIFTH BUSINESS
and
IJJORLD OF WONDERS

41 Steelcase Road West,
Markham, Ontario, Canada

l..SR 184
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edges Borden’s

GOF.GBOUS COVER BY TOLLER
CRANSTON A11D 22 PAGES OF
BLAZING FULL-COLOUR COMICS
GUARANTEE AN EXTRA SPECIAL
CANADIAN CHILDREN'S ANNUAL
FOR 1977: AND JASPER THE
BEAR HAS JOINED US:

A

responsibility for the
ineffectual and often disastrous expeditions to Russia, the author is far too
sympathetic in his final judgment. One
cannot absolve Borden simply bemuse
he felt it was his “duty” to the British’
. Empire to send Canadians and state that
he did his best to remove them as
quickly as possible after he discovered
he was being used by the British government in another “imperial” adventure. The inability of Borden and hi
colleagues to distinguish between
Canadian and British imperial interests
resulted in a miniature Vietnam for
Canada in Russia in 1918-1919. For a
number of years this fiasco alienated
Canadians from Britain and the Empire, although it did not “kill its appeal” in the long run. Lastly. when
Borden agmed to the use of conscripts
for the Canadian “volunteer” force in
Russia, he created mom hostility be
tween English and French Canadians.
MacLaren has become entangled in
liberal-nationalist historiogmphy. But
he has written a work that is both
stimulating and controversial. 0
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WEW hardcover edition - $8.95
- $4.95
paperback
13ovE OVER, "NESSIE," AND
HAKE .ROOM FOR "CADDIE."
CADBOROSAURUS, THAT IS,
VANCOLIVBR ISLAND'S RESIDENT
SBA-SEReENT. CANADA'S
I.iONSTERS IS A WELL DOCUM8NTBD AND ILLUSTRATED
SURVEY WRICH REVEALS - AT
LAST - THAT CANADA HAS HER
WRY OWN VERITABLE SLEW OF
GIONSTERS:

Gringos from the Far North: Essays in the History of Canadian-

Latin American Relations, by J.C.M.
Ogdsby, Macmillan, 346 pages,
$17.95 cloth (ISBN o-7705-1287-9).

large format~paperback - $4.95
YOU'LL LOVE WREN'S TIiB
LAST
TIME
- YOU -CH
YOUR NAVEL? WITH ITS
101 GREAT MEDICAL CARTOONS BY JIM SIMPKINS,

CREAXIR OF JASPER THE
BEAR.
paperback - $2.95
Canadian bask3olloral
qarnev henlev: a qentlemsn and a tiqer - $3.95
david, we're areqnant!$2.95 generals die in
bed - $1.95 Canadian
children's annual 1975 $6.95 Canadian children's
annual 1976 - $4.95
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By ROGER HALL

‘AT

ms 0mssT I was re.lwtant to re

view this hook for two masons: first. I

know virtually nothing about Latin
America; second, I happen to be a colleague, and was once a student, of Jack
Ogelsby. The first caveat is easily discarded - one of the unhappy facts
pointed om in this book is that virtually
no one in Canada does know anything
about the 20 republics and
200-million-plus people south of that
border. The Few exceptions are in pan

the subjects ofogelsby’s intewst. As to
the second point. I have no doubt that I
am prejudiced in Ogelsby’s favourbut I
flatter myself that 1 have good reasons
For being so-and confirmation of that

agreeable judgment is seen in this

Potlatch Publications.
* 35 Dalewood Crescent.
Hamilton, Ontario LBS 4B5

book.

Canada’s lack of intent in Latin
America is matched only by that

region’s almost total ignorance of
Canada. AU of this is mther peculiar For
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then are many similarities between the

regions -or rather. some of the counu&s tit is all too common a fault to
consider all of Latin America as subrt;m~iolly the same). Certainly there are
similar problems: national identity:
dealings with n&en; difficulties of
rrsple econ*mies: federal versus state
conflicts: and overall. the brooding
question of rhe relationship 10 be had
with Ihe United States.
0:clsby’s efforts have been to look
ut Canadian-Latin American relations
in three bmad realms - official, that is
in lerms of diplomacy: economic,
meaning business enterprise: and
finally missionary. The result is a bit
fragmentary. One is left with the impression that the whole is somerhing
less than the sum of its parts. Still it is
difticult to fault a guide tu otherwise
uncharted territory and there is every
indication in the meticulous research
exhibited here that the academic
benchmarks arecorrectly fixed.
The chapplers on business I found the
most revealing. The flag seems to have
followed trade. Of particular imporrance is the analysis of Bfascan’s
m;lmmoth involvement in Brazil and
the peculiar economic enthusiasm frequently pursued by Canada and Mexico. Speaking of business, the book
doubtless will do little. Macmillan does
no one a service by bringing it out only
in cloth at a staggering 517.95. The
publisher in hi own way contributes to
our nothem solitude. 0

1
was a report tendered by the Club of
Rome in 1972. The Limits To Growth
warned rhat there would be, within decades, too little food, too many people.
too much nollution (wars and rumours
bf wars). a
.
Canadians do not anticipate
genocide or m&starvation, grisli implications of this study; we have a tiny
population. a surfeit of land, bags of
resources. Nevertheless, a futther Club
of Rome conclusion looms over
Beyond Industrial Growth: the world
is running out of the mv materials that
feed industrial expansion. A “growth
economy” has created and susrained
our insiitutions. class structure, and
ways of life. When it goes, as may be

I tone, I think, part1 because thiauthors
approach the dear z -bed of materialism
(and the %msumer society”) ‘with
some relish. Into the foreseen
economic void they fit a more
egalharian, more democratic, more
human Canada. Though, as Charles .
Taylor says, “The future will be
gloomy, willy-nilly,” they suggest
much may presently be done to avoid
class warfare or dictatonhiu
,
- when
things go sour.
Fmncis Bacon also reioined: “Let
men do moral things in t&present; the
future will take care of itself.” Now a
part of humanity can do moral things
until the cows come home: rhe future is
horribly cvmpmmised. This whiff of
apocalypse makes Beyond Indusrrial
Cb;ztth ;ompelling as well as

NEW TITLES FdR FALL 1976
THE BATTLE RIVER VALLEY
J. Cl. MacGREGOR
In this important new work hy J. G. MacGregor. the author *races the
history of the Bade River Valley from prehiskvic limes until uppmximsrely
1910. when Ihe walershed of Le Bmde River had been homemeaded.
180 pp., includes illustrations.
Hardcover ISBN M919306-72-l SK95 tent:

Beyond Industrial Growth, edited
by Abraham Rotstein, U of T Press.
131 pages. $12.50 cloth (ISBN
O-8020-2228-6) and $4.95 paper
(ISBN O-8020-6286-5).
Ey GORD RIPLEY
KolsB THAT faintly pours from
Bc~andlndustrial Growh is that of the
20th century being ground exceedingly
small in the wheels of the future. These
are lectures recently sponsored by Massey College. now edited for publication
by Abraham Rotstein.
The theme can be couched in innncuous terms: six eminent men cautiously ponder Ihe social effects of ?eturn” ton steady-state economy. In fact
they are imagining Canada as it will be,
in IO or 20 years. after the deluge. An
imp&s for these calm speculations
A

MEMORY MEADOWS: HORSE STORIES FROM CANADA’S PAST
G R A N T MacEWAN
From his files and his memories. Gram hlacEwan has dmwn ouI interesling
facls and human interes( anecdotes ahwl thirty-seven hones. und shaped
them into brief and appealing shon nor&.
166pp.
SoRcuver ISBN D9193llb.7!J-5 S3.95 k?nt.
MULTINATIONAL CO-OPERATIVESi
AN ALTERNATIVE FOR WORLD DEVELOPMENT.

JACK CRAIG
This .wdy presents a new Reel in the current debate on mukintkxM corponlions. II will be a welcomed additiun to the scant supply of analytical
wdier on cwwerMives.
116 pp.. includes tables nnd charta. appendices and index.
Softcover ISBN a-91930668-3 51.95 tent.

WESTERN PRODUCER PRAIRIE BOOKS
440 Second Avenue North
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
S7K 2C4
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1301 The Leacock Medal
Twascry. Selected by Ralph
L. Curry. Three decades of the
best of Canadian humour.
El 1.95.
IISD Not In Vain. Photos by
Ken Bell; text by C.P. Stacey.
Eell’smagnificently-reproduced photographs show the
Canadian battlefields of Western Europe as they were in
WWll and as they look today.
z3.95.
1302 The Bush Garden. Northrop Frye. Provocativeessays
on Canadian artand literature.
$3.95. AND Survival Margaret
Atwood. A critical analysis of
prominent themes in Canadian literature. $395. Count
as one choice.

1302 CraftsCanada,TheUseful Arts. Una Abrahamson. A
beautifully illustrated book
displaying Canada’s rich craft
heritage. $79.95.

1306 MargoOliier’sWeekend
MagazineMenu Ccokbook.An
easy-to-use cookbook with
recipes and menus for every
season and occasion. $8.95.

1206 A Private Place. Joyce
Marshall. Seven extraordinary
stories about the experiences
of lossassociated with middleage. $Z95.

1193 One Canada: The Crusading Years, 1896-1956. John
G. Diefenbaker. The controversial first volume of the
Chief’s memoirs. $15.00.

1270 A Very Double Life. C.
P. Stscey. A+evealing portrait
of Mackenzie King’s sometimes bizarre and irrational
private life. $10.95.

1099 Frozen Shipr TheArctic Diary of Johann August
Miertsching. 1850-54. One of
the final episodes in the grand
epic of British exploration in
the Arctic. $6.95.

‘1303 A People’s Art J. Russell Harper. A sumptuously
illustrated and well written
study of Canadian folk art.
$17.50.

1002 Alligator Pie Dennis lm
Lee. A read-aloud children’s
book full of poems, chants
and skipping songs. $s95.
1009 Bear. Marian Engel.
“Fascinating and profound,
this novel speaks of a woman’s
mange journey toward a sense
of communion with all living
creatures.” Margaret Laurence.
$7.95.
1304 Grandma Preferred
Steak. Gregory Clark. An entertaining collection of Clark’s
best pieces written for The
Packsack, a special feature that
ran for 14 years in most Canadian newspapers. $7.95.

1058 TheCollectedPoemsof
E.J. Pratt. Revised and enlarged to include all of the
poet’s major works. $11.00.

1307 Relentless Verity. Peter
Robinson. A dramatic display
of the work of Canada’s military photographers since
1885. $10.95.

1100 Gabriel Dumont George Woodcock. The first fulllength biography of the legendary M&is leader. $8.95

1 1 3 2 Jalna. Maze de la
Roche. The novel in which the
unforgettableWhiteoakfamily
makes its first appearance.
$7.50.

1170 Mitch Hepburn. Neil
McKemy. A full-length profile
of the men who dominated the
political life of Ontario for
nearly a decade. $8.95.

1305 Shadows. Stories and
drawings by Armand Tagoona.
A collection of authentic Eskimo folktales vividly illustrated
with 23 cclour plat&.$15.00.
1202 Duebec 1759: TheSiege
and the Battle. C.P. Stacey. A
highly readable account of the
events that marked the turning
point in Canadian history.

$3.95.
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Canada’s own hook club. The hooks on these pages
arc typical of the Club’s offerings. And you can have
tirr.19 &-cc c~f them for just $4.95 with a no-stringsattxhcd membership in the Readers’ Club.
The Readers’ Club is owned and operated by Canadiws to scrvc the distinctive needs of thoughtful
Cw~dian readers. Now, with help from the Ontario
Arts Council and the Canada Council, the fieaders’
Club is able to enroll additional members.
The Club offers you the carefully-chosen best of _____-________._____________________ _ _ _ _.-_ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _,
Canadian hooks. There is no membership fee and no i The Readers’ Club of Canada
minimum purchase requirement: you buy as few or 35 Britain Street, Toronto. Ontario MSA 1R7
as many Canadian books through the Club as you Enma me in the Readers’ club and send me tbe thme books I have :
plwse.

And you save money. Selections are frequently
offcrrd at special prices. And the Club’s Bonus Plan
slr&+cs your book-buying dollar by as much as
tvxnty-five percent.
‘iou also receive a free subscription to the Canadian
I&&r. the Club’s lively journal about Canadian books
and writing.
Frequent savings. No minimum purchases. Convenient WC‘L’SS to the best in Canadian writing. And, on
top of all this. any three of the books on these pages
fo; just S4.95.
Pick your three books and fill out your membership
application today. You’ll be glad you did.

indicated by number below. I have enclosed $4.95 @hewe or ?.?.) :
as pyknt in full. Send meCmmdbm Radereachmonth,de~~~bmg I
forthcoming Selections md otbeer new Canadian book% If1 \nsh to :
mceive a gcleotion. 1 need do nothing. Whenever I prefer onother I
book, or no book at all, I wiU give you my iostructioos on I form :
which is nlwoya provided. I am under no obligation to boy any I
minimum number of books tluoogH the Club: I will be offered :
fmqucnt swings on porchares; I will brnetit from th! Club’s Bonus I
Plan: md I may resgn from the Club at any time wthout pmrlty. :
MV INTRODUCTORY SELE”-IONS:

r--in.

-I-.

NilUte
Address
Postal code
Pmv.
City
I.,..__________._____...____~__--------~-~.~-___~
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iHontontreal: The Days That Are No
More. by Edgar Andrew Collard,

drawings by John Collins. Doubleday.
316 pages, $9.95 cloth (ISBN
&3S5-I 1002-2).

The Billion-Dollar Game: Jean
Kjrapeau and the 1970 0lympirs. by
Nick Auf der Maw James Lorimer &
Company, I44 pages, $13 cloth (ISBN
0-S6362-107-S) and $3.95 paper
IISBN 0-SSS62-106-x).
Montreal InshIe Out, 282 pages.
$3.95 paper (ISBN O-919988-01-6)
and Great Montreal Walks;~
~~~~~~,. 176
QLl.gLS.
$ 3 . 5 0 QaQH (ISBN
0-91Y9SS-00-S). both bv Bonnie Buxton and Bet& Guemiey, Burns &
MacEachem.
By BRIAN VINTCENT
;o~;~a KNOWS “ 0 G o d ! 0
e I” It’s the little refrain you
bring ou; with a sigh and a superior
shake of the head after every civic
stupidity. Everyone knows what you
mean. You don’t have to explain that
it’s the chorus line in Samuel Butler’s
s;ltirical poem “The Psalm of
Bluntreal,” nor that he wrote it after
finding a discarded plaster cast of the
Discobolus statue hidden in a back
room of the Montreal Natural History
Society a century ago. And it’s not really nwwssary to have heard that an old
man was stufftog an owl in the room at

against Montrealers’ philistinism and
their preference forcommerce. In it the
“ignoraitt Londonee” is accused of
preferring the works of man to the
works of God. the statue to the owl.
And once you’ve got this far with the
story, you’re in a position to ask what
business Butler had ridiculing Montrealers for their commercial enthusiasms anyway. Had he perhaps
forgotten what brought him to the city
in the first place? The Canada Tanning
Extract Company had gone badkrupt. It
so happened that Butler has sunk a substantial sum in that enterprise and was
anxious to retrieve it. The irony of the
situation clearly escaped him when he
came to write his disgruntled poem.
But this poetic confrontation eontains more than meets the casual eye.
Using a little fancy, it isn’t difficult to
uncover in it the irreconcilable differences that have always shaped the
character and history of the city. For
Montreal is two cities of opposing
forces - the City of God and the City
of Commetce.
Edgar Andrew Collard nowhere
writes of the city specifically in these
terms ofconfontation, but it is certainly
implicit in the various articles he has
written each week for the Montreal
Gozerte during the past 30 .years. He
has collected the best of these in a series
of books, the fourth of which Monfreal: The Days That Are No
More -has recently been published.

Grand follies are nothing new ;o
Montreal. Thecity was built on excesses
the time and that he said the statue
couldn’t be QU1 on display because it
was “rathervulgar,” meaning it had no
“vest nor pants ”
Yet the muiterers of “0 God! 0
Montreal!” who don’t know all this.
don*! generally know that there was a
poettc response to Butler’s complaint

His technique is the vignette, stories
of local history that rely heavily on personalities and separate incidents. His
subject is old Montreal froni its founding to the late 19th century and occasionally beyond. His intention is to pm
serve in memory both Montreals - the
City ofGod and theCity ofcommerce.

Certainly these days you have to
think hard to remember that Montreal
was founded as a City of God. The
great convents at Atwater and Sherbmoke are almost deserted; the nuns
have given up their winged headdresses and wear mufii in the streets;
Nuns’ Island is ttying hard to be a thriving, desirable suburb. On the radio. as
you swung the dial of an evening, you
used to be .able to pass two or three
stations carrying the mesmerizing mtttter of the Ave Idarias, which vesper
congregations all over the city were
pouring out in a never-ending cycle.
But the congregations have thinned and
their intensely pious witness has burnt
out like so many of the lights on de
Maisonneuve’s Cross up on the Motmtain. Once the proud symbol of the
city’s link with its God. a communications tower dwarfs it now.
Some things remain -Jean Mance’s
HBtel-Dieu Hospital, though she
wouldn’t recognize it in its huge modern complex. And tp find a bit of original wall that protected Ville Marie you
have to go into the cellar of a .tavem.
The Champ-de-Mars is a parking lot;
Jacques Carder Square is,cut off from
the river by a hulking grain elevator.
Dollierde Casson, thegreat Su eriorof
the Sttlpicians - the order teat once
owned the entire Island of Montreal would certainly shake his strong fist iri
horror at the corruption of the pure and
utopian ideals to which the first settlers
dedicated themselves.
But it wasn’t so long ago that you
could still sense the religious spirit that
guided old Ville Marie. Before
Quebec’s Quiet Revolution it still
seemed possible that thelunatic piety of
a Jeanne Le Ber- who from 1695 until
her death 20 years later had herself
locked up in a cell b&hind the high altar
of a chapel-could be repeating itself
in some dark, scary parish church. Or
that those gtrls in white parading to
their first communion could be come of
Marguerite Bourgeoys’s filles du roi
designed to beat immense families for
the glory of God and the colony’s increase. But in thii year of the Olympics, not a trace of all that remains.
Everyone knows who put an end to
the City of God. After the eonquest, the
McTavishes and McGills and McGillivrays founded the City ofcommerce.
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Each spring they set out from Lachime
in the great canoes laden with pmdigious quantities of food and drink for the
lavish summer banquets held in the
wilderness at Fort William. The
wyognrrs paddled and sang up the Otrow and across Lake Nipissing. The
Indians padded silently over the pine
needles of the forest floor bearing furs.
Montreal grew rich and greedy at the
crosstvads of the fur trade.
But the City of God would not disappear. It retreated into a frozen coaservatirm and in 1869 forbade the burial in
Christian ground of Guibord. the
printer. becauw he had been a member
of the proscribed lnstitut Canadien, a
society devoted to freedom of opinion.
In Collard’s account, the City of God
held out for sir years until the F’rivy
Council ordrrcd Guibord’s burial. The
T;i of God complted. but had gmwn
. y. As soon as the accursed man
ws in the ground, the bishop deconsecmted the plot and to this day there is
one single gmvc in the middle of the
Roman C a t h o l i c c e m e t e r y a t
C&t+des-Neiges that is not in Christian
earth.
Collard’s articles do not extend up to
the time of the Olvmoics. That sinuous
sAga has not yet-sehled into history.
And as far as Nick Auf der Maw is
conuemed, it won’t for a long time to
come. As att opposition cotmcillor for
the City of Montreal: he has done hi
duty in a book that ts excellent background for the inquiries into wmngdoing and corruption that are bound to
come now the Olympic flame is extinguished.
Most of what he says in The
Billion-Dollar Game is generally well
known: Drapeatt’s almost de Gaullesized passion for grandeur, and the
disaster of his restaurant in the Windsor
Hotel. which went bankrupt when patrons declined to agree to the mayor’s
policy of “disciplined dining,” which
meant they had to shut up when the
orchestra performed. The stories of bad
platmittg and shoddy work are here,
crowned by the Olympic Village fiasco
where, shottly after the toppjttg-off
FfFmonies, one of the balcontes fell

their forefathers did in the spring at
Lachine to light their tires. sing their
songs, and pass the not-always-penceful pipe of peace - is a story that is
uncanny in its similatity to the Glympits saga. The -very greatest foreign
landscape architect was retained (not a
Frenchman as it happmsIike.Taillibert,
but an American). His expenditures
were bitterly criticized by the city and,
yes, there WBS greed. One of the owners
whose land was expropriated for the
park cut down all the trees he could and
sold them for timhex before he was
forced to mow.
0 God!, 0 Montreal! indeed. What
c!n you say about a city that dlsplays
public statues ofsibelius and Dante and
Isabella of Spain, but has forgotten to
hottour one of its own great hemes,
Samuel de Champlain, in a similar
way. Or a city that hands Sherbmoke
Street ove.e to developers who destroy
the great houses of Montreal’s own
grey mountain stone - including the
Van Home msnsiot+ in the attic of
which that railway budder passed many
a night painting not untalented pictures
- and replace them with a faceless
canyon of glass and steel.

A hopeless case. you say. Perhaps but Edgar Andrew collard and
other Anglois Monuealcrs like Bonnie
Buxton and Betty Guernsey, who have
prepared two concise and useful guidebooks to the city, would disagree with
you. Because you wouldn’t have UCperienced the quintessential moments
of English Montreal-those crisp autumn afternoons through which a curvaceous woman of high fashion strides
westward past the museum carrying a
stylish little parccI from Holt’s, which
you are sure contains an article of imported elegance purchased on a whim.
Or the fmzen nights before Christmas
when the Ritz hallmom and the Cmig
Street Armottries would be, filled with
the lights and swirling music of private
dances for the sons and daughters ofthe
commercial aristocracy. The days that
are no mote. indeed - since Holt’s is
reputedly bankrupt and no one can af- ford to rem the Ritz ballroom these
days. But they were grand while they
lasted. As grand certainly as all the
city’s yesterdays have been and this
surely is the assurance that for as long
as Montreal remembers its past, its tomorrows will be just as good. 0

The Billion-Dollar Game is a
cayper’s deliiht. And, sure. the water

tax - that amazing inuention - is
going up in Montreal; there’s no money
to repair the streets or remove the sttow;
and the city is one of the last in the
world without a sewage treatment
plant. which means the towns and villager downriver will continue to have a
smelly time for a good while yet.
But if Collard has nothing to say
about the Olympics, he does show that
Montreal is no stranger to all the fuss
they’ve caused. His article on how, in
1375. the city acquired the Mountain
Fml; - where the new vqrogeurs now
gathrr on St. Jean Baptiste Day. just as
September. 1976. Books In Canada 25
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Trillium and Toronto Island, by
Mike Files. Peter Martin Associates,
96 pages. $ 1 2 c l o t h (ISBN
O-XS77S-141-l) and $5.95 paper
tlSBN 0-SS778-142-x).
The Tomnto Book: An Anthology
OF Writings Fast and P-t, edited
by Williim liilboum. Macmillan, 290
pages. $13.95 cloth (ISBN O-7705
1322-O).
Ey MARVIN GOODY
THESE nw wy different books have in
common that they are both about Toronto sod that they both include WCtracts From the diary of Elizabeth SimCOP. wife of the first governor of Upper
&I&, and perhaps the first recorded
admirer oFToronto Island (then peninsuln~. Mike Filey’s volume is essentially a picture book, but with sufficient
teyt that it might not unreasonably be
wbtitled “Everything you might have
wanted to know about the Toronto Ishod ferries if you had thought of asking.” Bill Kilboum’s is “without apolcgy. a nxtder” (that is. no illustranom). ao idiosyncratic collection of
literary pieces and excerpts about Toronto with a few speciiically commmissioned items thrown in For good measure.

In 1910 the ferry Trillium went into
service for the Tomato Ferry Company, later taken over by the Toronto
Transportation (now Tnnsit) Commission. For 45 years she plied the waters
of Toronto Harbourtiarrying holidayen
and Island msidents. lo .1957, having
been taken out of sewice the previous
year because of a decreasing demand
for ferry service, she was purchased by
the Metm Toronto Works Department
for conversion into a garbage *cow. Instead, she was 1eR for the next 16 years
to mt in an Island lagoon, u&l the
author and other interested oersons oersuaded city council to’appmve a
$I-million restoration project.
The first and larger portion of the
book is concerned with the histow of
the Island and the development of the
ferry service. The second part documents in detail the work of restoration
of the Trillium which was accompllt;;y in two years between 1973 and
The photographs and illustrations
throughout are abundant and excellent,
which is just as well since Mr. Filey is a
Fairly pedestrian writer. I would say,
though, that the book is an indispensable addition to the library of any Toronto nostalgia buff.
Bill Kilboum’s is a thoroughly amiable book put together by a man who

evidently has a deep affection for the
living and growing organism that is the
city in which be has been active for
many years both as academic and alderman. It is a bouillabaisse of diary
excerpts, magazine and newspaper artitles (even a couple of letters to the
editor), personal correspondence, occasional pieces, a short story. some
poetry by Raymond Souster (why no
one else?). and specially written essays, all roughly grouped under six settion headings ran ing fmm “Toronto’s
Past” to “ POFItics and Pressure
Groups.” It makes no attempt to be
comprehensive or exhaustive, and any
Tomnto reader can make his own lit of
subjects and events that would merit
inclusion. (A couple of personal nominations: the Da&es and the Crest
Theatre and Spring Thaw; Domthy
Camemn and the, Great Porno Raid in
1965). Nor is the book biased towards
any pmtsular point ofview. It reminds
me a bit (but just a bit) of one of those
admirable CBC radio profiles by John
Reeves that by illuminating its subject
From a variety of angles and sources,
creales the sense of a real and fully
dimensioned character, not fiued to a
Procrustean mold to suit some small
mind’s urge 10 neatly. categorize, but
bodied forth in all its natural inconsistency and contrariness. That it lacks the

TWE GOLDEN AGE OF STYLE:
Fashion Illustration 19051940
Julian Robinson
A wealth of illustrations - 112 in full colour, 16
pages in black-and-white - show the world of
hlgh fashion during a period when it was in
creative ferment.
$15.25
FINDING MY FATHER:
One Man’s Search for Identity
Rod ~?‘lcKuen
This is the moving account of how Rod McKuen,
famous poet and musician, sought and found
the father he had never known, ending at last a
lifetlme of uncertainty.
$9.50
WASHINGTON IS LEAKING
Art Buchweld
There’s ldtughter on every page as Art Buchwald
bails out the ship of state. Here are over 120 of
his matchless commentaries on the pomp and
puffery of American politics.
$10.50

LiVlNG IT UP,
or They Still Love Me In Altoona
George Burns
Peppered with anecdotes, salted with the humour that has made George Burns one of the
world’s best-loved comedians, here Is the story
of hls life. Enjoy1
+10.50
THE MAIN
TreVenian
The author of The Eiger Sanction and The LOO
Sanction tells a superb story of Lieutenant La
Pointe, a detective in Montr&al’s Immigrant dis
trict, who finds much more than a murderer.
$10.50

DIT;jD

LONGMAN CANADA LIMITED
55 Barber Greene Road, Don Mills, Oknio
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Iwi-ERVIEW WIT# HISTORY
Orlana Fallacl
532.95
“A journalist writes history in the
best Of ways. that Is In the moment that history takes place. He
lives history. he touches history
with his hands.. .I’ Oriana Fallaci
to Time magazine 1975.

Fallaci is one of the most brilliant
and Indefatigable journalists in
the world today. She is enormously respected by her colleagues and legendary in her
abilitytodrawfrompeoplethings
they never revealed before. In
these fourteen contemporary
portraits of power and dissent,
Fallaci makes an important contribution to the understanding
of the role of the leader in history.
The revealing interviews in this
book, which include Henry
Kissinger. Thieu. Golda Meir.
Vasir Arafat and Indira Gandhi,
are enhanced by extensive personal accounts of Fallacl’s
experience with, attitudes toward
and summary view of her
subjects.

the authors listed in the contents are
found in the biographical notes.
These unfortunate oversights contribute to an impression that the book may
have been thrown together in haste
from Prof. Kilboum’s files, although
an alternative explanation is provided
by his acknowledgement of “the invaluable help of John Robert Colombo
in . . assembling [the] material.” (Of
cpurse these are not necessarily mutually exclusive. One can visualize Prof.
Kilboum. a busy man, saying to his
friend: “Here John, I’ve collected all
this material. Do you think you could
whip it into some kind of shape?“) I
would suggest that the publisher print a
decent table of contents, sources, and
biographical notes and make this available to all purchasers of tha book.
Surely at $13.95 acopy Macmillan can
afford this.
Not to conclude on a carping note, I
would like to mention some of my favorite pieces: the previously cited letter of
Rupert Bmoke; Robert Fulford’s
memoirofgtvwingup in “theBeach.”
done in hi best quietly devastating
manner. Hugh Hood’s delectable “RB
collections of the Works Department”;
Ernest Hemingway on free shaves at the
barber college. with a strong flavor of
Leacock (have litcrits noted this influence on his style?); and finally, to sum
up, this quote from Eric Nicol. which
might have served as an epigraph for the
volume:

skillful orchestration of those programs
is no great shortcoming since the reader
is free to skip back and forth at will.
In Bill Kilboum’s own contributions
on Tomnto history (and he is en historian by trade) one gets a sense of the
contagious delight he takes in his material. He is constantly alluding to
events and personalities one feels one
would like to seegiven a whole chapter.
Strange that he.should begin the book
with a piece by Percy Robinson who
tries hard but almost totally lacks
Kilboum’s ability to bring the past to
life.
There is one serious sin of omission
for which Prof. Kilbourn. or his publisher, deserves a smart slap on the
wrist. There is no index of iuthors, and
the table of contents is woefully incomplete. Some 50 short items are not
listed, more in fact than the numberthat
are. The general criterion appears to be
that if it is less than a page in length, it is
omitted. though there are exceptions
both ways. Thus, for example. if one
wishes to &ate Rupert Brooke’s
splendidly patronizing characterization
of Toronto in 1914, which does in fact
occupy a full page, one must (lacking a
photographic memory) thumb through
the book until it turns up. Furthermore,
if one wishes to know the source of a
particular item. perhaps with a view to
reading further. one may search the
page of microscopically and solidly
printed copyright acknowledgements
with a magnifying glass, and if lucky
obtain a clue. Otherwise, all we are
vouchsafed is a date. Similarly, only

0
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The Lady and the Travelling Saksman: Stories by Leo Simpson,
Uniwrsity of Ottawa Press, 155 pages.
S5.40 paperlISBN O-7766-4337-1).
Bs’ CHRIS SCOTr
.a CONPUTER HOUS‘NG d o c t o r a l
m.ahem~ticinns who impregnate secretxies. a new religion marketed by a
giant corporation. a TV station bmadcAstin: inverted images. the news at the
won: time and continuous commercials - these were some of the mordant
siltirk inventions in Leo Simpson’s
lirst novel. Ar~wrighr. Published in
1971, it was an 18th.century book of
humourr. vast. whimsical and amusing. a Fleldingesque romp through the
world OF North American big business.
Tv:o Feiltuns distinguished h/wright
as a first novel: the author’s wit
[Anglo-Irish, a txe compoundofswifi
and Stcme). and the quintessential sanity at its core-on present showing, a
wion still clearly in Focus.
In 1973 Macmillan of Canada also
publibhed Simpson’s second novel,
Tlw Pt~rcock Papers. wherein the
19th.century satirist. Thomas Love
Prxock. returns to the mythical small
town of Bmdfarmw, Out.. in an attempt to thwart the conversion of the
lo&d library into an eletromagnetic data
b;sk. The Peacock connection hints at
Simp,on’s own sensibility: that of a
nr;~n who. committed to no cause or
pyly. finds himself embattled as a free
agent ugaiast the mindless legions of
contemporary technocracy.
Bum in Limerick, Ireland, in 1934.
Simpson came to Canada in 1961 and
worked as an editor and then as the
publicity director ForaToronto publishing company. In 1966 be resigned his
position. and now w&es full-time From
his rural retreat near Madoc. in eastern
Ontario. This new book. a collection of
10 stories written between 1966 and
1974, assures hi reputation as a subversive imnist at large in the cump of
the Global Village.
The stories range from anecdote to
fable. the narrative mode from realism
11) allegory. A favourite target of Simwn. the Fabulist, is the corporate state,
in its academic or industrial manifesfiltions and absurd jungle. with its own
alwrd lore. You make a businessman
sound 1ik.e a Martian,” protests
$s;~: _m !he story, “Fe -Ferris
.
He s a human bemg. Sea-

ger. the personnel director, corrects
him: “A good businessman Fates
under special conditions,. like a good
soldier. A soldier would lose battles if
he kept remembering he was a human
being.” Garth Abertyte. president of
the Rockhouse & Stem advertising
agency in “Where Does A Giant
Gorilla Sleep?“’ (the answer: “Anywhere he likes”) has almost forgotten
that he is a human being. But not entirely; he fears for his reason, as well he
might, faced with the problem of marketing “Lash,” a product that txists in
name only. “A concrete subject is a
concrete anchor,” he says. “Wings of
eloquence won’t carry concrete. Freedom, justice, honour, integrity. there
you go, all abstract, so naturally we’re
not saying what Lash actually is, see?”
Abertyte enlists the aid of Cmm
Cruach.. a Druid who dislikes blood,
sacrifices goaIs, doves, and virgins (in
the afternoon), and claims to be op
posed to the forces oF”Utapit.” asinistw agency bent on world domination.
Meanwhile, the “Lash” campaign
continues “with billboards, toothy
salesmen, sensual tones, electon [sic]
engines and threats.”
The political satire here ls apparent;
what is remarkable is the use of surrealism to demonstrate a very-tea1
moral. In a post-Onvellian, cosmeticized world, the only way to escape
madness is by death-or, like Pmfessor D’Arcy in “The Ivy Covered Manner,” by becoming a super-madman.
D’Arcy has a shod way with his critics;
he kills them, whichis theonly sensible
thing to do. Imaaine Sheridan returned
to auniversity EiigLit department, with
its Feuds, slavish industry, and parasitism - and you have pr&ty muih the
tone of this story. As a fable of futility,
it matches any in the book. But it IS
also a wildly comic jeu d’esprir, which
encompasses, in 11 pages, the odd 800
or 900 needed for a novel lie Giles,
Goat Boy.
There is more than satire in this col-

leetio?, however. Harry Connors, the
travelhng salesman of the title story,
.tetums to visil an old friend, Robert,
but finds his wife Patricia instead.
Seen through her eyes. he is brash and
aggressive. A porcine parody of the
chauvinist archetype. Harry, es we
soon discover from telephone calls,
sells machine guns to the Third World.
Patricia, a suburban Libber, doing
strawbe flaw for the cause, is rightSeptember, .l976. bake In Canada 29
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After a hard-hitting critical look at
tbe Ame+, middle-class biis in
Canadian classmoms, concerned parent and educator Paul Robiimn
suggests ways to makewhat’s taught
in our schools more relevant to Canadisn children.
$15.00 hardcover: $8.95 paperback

Identities: The Impact of E&i&y
on CamdLm Society
Immtoants came to Canada hoping
to fmd a better life. Instead they
faced the discrimiiation and prejudice of a predominantly BritishCanadian majority.
In Idemities, experts in the
field of ethnic studies examine the
changes in Canadian attitudes since
tbc fust wave of immigration, document the plight of ethnic groups in
the past and their place io Canadii
society now.
$15.00 hardcover; 57.95 paperback
Available at better bookstores
Peter Martin Associates
35 Britain St. I Toronto MSA 1R7
-

eously indignant. Two months every
year. she and her doctor husband work,
without pay: at a Mexican mission.
Harry asks d Roben is down at the
hospital. No, he’s gone m the city hall
with a delegation pmtesting the rezoning of one of hi slum districts for industry. She is so moral, so asceptic in
her cut-off cords and jersey top; and of
course she pmtests too much. She is
also eminently makeable. They quarrel; Patricia breaks Harry’s head with a
rolling pin and stitches it up for him.
Tbe dog, Htiathcliff. bites his ankle;
she fixes that, too. but he does not get
her into bed.
Everything and nothing happens in
this story. Behind the eternal quadrilateral - wife, husband, friend of
same, and telephone - behind the
catechism of pose and counter-pose,
the idiot slogans of our day. there are
two people, Harry and Patricia, who
hay just met each other and are yet to
meet themselves. Professor Henry Imbleau (from whose pen this book comes
with an introduction) sees in this *‘a
subtly imnic retelling of Cinderella”
- probably because Patricia herself
makes bitter-sweet play with the
hemine of the hearth. I do not know
which version of Cinderella he refers
to, onlv that Simoson’s story is a’brilIi&t arid exactly &t facet ofktemity.
He is equally successful in “The
Savages; a masterly exppsC of North
American attitudes. Charles P&on,
computer pmgrammer. another plastic
man, three months married, wallows in
weekend fantasies at his cottage north
of Toronto. Poison’s dream of Etienne
BrulC and the perfect program is interrupted by three boys and a girl.
Apocalypse trippers, they’re armed with a switchblade and a Springfield
30. Poison’s wife is raped, the kids
playing with her as they do with his
electric-train set. More by default than
&sign, he kills two of the boys with the
knife, and is going to shoot the third
when hediscovers that the firing pin has
been tiledoffthe rifle. Not until theend
of the story does Simpson reveal his
hand: “There was never honour,” Palsonreflects. “norwas there pity. So for
the hyperbolic equation. the wave eqoation, 1 should remove one independent
variable by usi% a finite difference. I
should put away my playthings and find
out what I am now. This day has destroyed me. It has left me with nothing.”
A bleak vision? Not really. The qoality of Simpson’s indignation is subtle
rather than savage: in the Charles Polsons of this world there is nothing to
destroy.
Balanced against the humanity of
“The Cahershannon Heresy,” in
which a youthful agnostic becomes a
missionary to Africa in order to convince the people that “they are not the
deceitful and sinful wretches they sop

_~__.

pose themselves to be, but noble and
upstanding folk, with noessential harm
in them”; or compared with “Visiting
Th? Future,” an elegiac ponrayal of an
enugrant’s return m Irclsnd, this is a
catholic collection in every sense of the
word, strong, beaotifully~ written, and
compassionate.
The Lady and the Travelling
Salesman looks as though it was designed by an insane computer as a textbook on the intrinsic motivation of rats.
Every paragraph, every line of dialogue
is separated by a double-line space-a
hideous layout, distracting the mind
and eye. This 1s a disservice to Simpson, a fine writer whose prose is alive
with a delightful sympathy for this
poor, abused. tawdry language of ours.
0

Night Desk, by George Ryga.
Talonbooks, 128 pages, $2.95 paper
(ISBNO-88922-089-I).
By DUBARRY CAMPAU
OMROB RYOA would have us believe
that this is not his story, that he took
down verbatim the words of it during
long nights in a seedy Edmonton hotel
from one of its guests. This is a device
that has been used by other, and distinguished. writers of fiction y Somerset
Maugham, JosephConrad, and William
McFee among them. Yet it is a technique that never quite persuades me of its
validity because, perhaps, I am not that
good a.listener. or that even if I found
the man’s story enthralling I would
want to interrupt it to ask questions.
However, if one can accept the premise of the conditions on&r which it is
supposed to have been written, thii is in
many ways an extraordinarily fascinating account of the life of a bully and a
braggart who not only goes to ballets,
but cries at them. Romeo Kuchmir,
fmm Calgary, says he is the son of a
Cossack whose forebears cut off the
heads of Turks. In Westem Canada he
found not quite such dashing deeds to
perform and has settled for being a
wrestler and, getting a bit past that. a
wrestlimg promoter. But there is a writer of bad verse tucked away somewhere under his brawn.
“I’m a man from where the pine
trees gmw and the wind bums like the
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smoke smcks of hell.” )e s a y s .
;‘1’-IJ;t.‘_s the way I am and that s the way
Romeo is affirmative about love, or
at least about focking, and is not retic~wt in recalling his amorous adventures. His background was rough; his
f;lther owned an unsuccessful pool hall
where much of Romeo’s education
rook place. “A woman was a broad and
a noisy man was the leader of a gang so I talk and think like I was lrained to
do.” he explains.
He once rose to a fairly hiih plane of
spiritual adoradon, brought on by a lu-

scious female evangelist. But when he
head. her speaking nahxally. and exrremely vulgarly, to her husband, she
turned, for him, into one more broad.
Yet through all of hi own coarseness, a
gleam of romantic ?_pira!i?n comes
shining through, usually wiln extreme
sentimentallity.
Ryga cvidentalIy finds this character
strong, exciting, and celebratory - a
nature boy who reacts with joy to the
small wisps of art and culturn that he
has sensed but nol been able to grasp.
To me. it is not this aspect of Romeo
that is of intuest. Instead, ir is the vigorous, colourful, and vivid language in
which he describes his battered life and
the browbeaten, defearea companions
with whom he has shared it. Tacky and
sordid though it may be, whores, bartenders, midget and women wnz+tle~,
bi-sexuals, and petty thieves all con!nbute enormous vitality to it.
Romeo is undeniably picturesque in
his language and describes with relish
the grimy, gutsy underside of Western
Canada. He is a sort of folk hero -and
that is certainly how Rygs sees him that has so far had little singing done
about hi in this country. For that
mason alone, quite apart fmm his Saga
being extremely readable, he deserves
our recognition, if not quite the admiradon given him by the author. 0

’

Qx%% by
So Free We Seem, by Jamie Brown.
Clarke Irwin, 177 pages, $8.95 cloth
(ISBN O-7720-10529).
By DENNIS DUFFY
THE SECOND

installment in a trilogy that
will cover “the rise and fall over three
gene&ions of fhe fictional Monfrieff
family,” So Free We Seem deals with
auto manufacturers whose cawers one
assumes will span mosf of our century.
The Jalno novels prove that popular sequential fiction pot only can enrenain.
but also display certain widespread
assumptions that a society holds about
itself at a particular time. The chronicle
of the Wbheoak family reveals the pre
valence among its characters of a
Loyalist and coloninlisr cast of mind.
Their standards of worth and gentility,

WITH LIVELY PAPERBACK BOOKPACK FROM TWE SCWOLAS-ilC KIDSHELF
For children who really love to read, a paperback
Eookpack from the Scholastic KIDSHELF is the
perfect present. Because for less than the cost of
a single hardcover book, you can provideayoung
reader with five or six of his favourite titles. Each
Bookpack is attractively designed to be the kind of
giftachildwould bethrilledtoreceive-whetherit
containsasetoftheperenniallypopularadventures
of Clifford The Big Rad Dog or five exciting stories
by a variety of Canadian authors.
KIDSHELF from SCHOLASTIC has the best
selection of children’s paperbacks available
anywhere! Picture-story-books, read-aloud titles,
record-book combinations, mysteries, romances,
jokeand puzzlebooksandahostofothersareall
availableincolourful,economicpaperback.Thisfal
be sure to watch for our special selection of titles
forThanksgiving and Hallowe’en.
tX-WJ3REM’S PAPERBACKS FROM THE SCWOLAS+IC KIDSHELF.

133X FOR i-W&M AT YOUR SOOKSPOWE
Scholastic Book Services, 123 Newkirk Rd.. Richmond Hill, Ontario.
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Lynclon Johnsosl and
Pho Amarican Dream
by Dons ICeams
LVndcn Johnson - brilliant. fcrmidabla. canemus. troubled - b EBc-

wed here in one&he ntCslmve&g
pen&s of an American President

ever witten. “Absolutety fascinating.”
$14.75
-T. H. While.

My Family Romsmbered
by Ring Lerdner. Jr.
From his falheheh days as one of the
ccunlris best kncvrn writers 10 bii
0::” blacklisting in the 1950s. Ring
Lardner. Jr. locks back on the sometmms hilarious. often mwlng expedencea of the Lardnerdan.
MuWaled. $15.25

i%o Uns~afl Wmfolution
Kw Faston Scciallrm
Came to Amsrfca

by Mar F. Drucker,
authcr of Management
Pension fund socialism has given
America mere worker-wntrctled capC
tal than can be found in mcst cfficiattv
“socialist’countries. This bock anat+
,?es the phenomenon and the impact it
IS bound to have on Amedca;,E
ncmy and ecciety.
0 I”~*“pb*A*DII
rtfjy [<*A*p*“b”A*NI
by Leo Rcsten
The enlar ed and completely reig of that mwt famous of all
wittsn war d
night school students - with scme
new characters and additlcnal eplw
des --told vrith the same ccmpassicn
?.nd hilatilythathavamadstheHyman
Kaplan stories classics of cur time.
812.95

Ths Chisholrns
A f.!cvel of tha Journay West
by Evan Hunter,

author of The Blackboard Jungle
A sweeping ncvel of a family mcvlng
West in the 19409. The Chiihclms are
an indspendent clan bound by pride

and guts, and their sto

is the un-

senlimentat m a k i n g IIc Amsyw;6

.jl&~
..y_.:-yz.

Fitrhenry kr Whiteside

150 Lwmilt Road. Don Mill% Onr.

however often breached. are rooted in
an overseas culture presenting them
with what they see as their sole cultural
protection against the overwhelming
presence of the U.S. fact. The hero of
So Free We Seem, on the other hand.
. fulfills the popular nationalist assumptions of the Canadian present, but in
such a way as to reveal our ironies and
lapses, rather than our insights.
In this thinly told tale, William Moncrieff spurns his rich-boy advantages to
rake to the road during the Depression
and follow the vocation of a painter.
Thus the opportunity arises to tell the
reader of the philistinism, callousness,
and cautious solonial-mindedness of
the central Canadian ruling elite. and
the herb mttrmurs “Group of Seven” as
a manrra. However. this is all a matter
of telling rather than showing, and thus
such events as the First World War. the
Oshawa and Stratford &lies. and the
Second World War whirl by at a cycloramic pace. In fact, the piece bears
the same relationship to a novel that a
cyclorama does to reality, dependent as
it is on placing characters against a
background in such a way as to make
that setting appear real.
What happens is that a series of social happenings are invoked to motivate
a fairy-tale (you’ve seen it in Fritz
Lang’s film Mefropolis) wherein the
cruel boss’s son takes up with the
worker’s daughter. The characters
aren’t really a part of those events; they
just have things happen to them. To
view this from another angle: the pasteboard figures who mptesent the political notions of Richard Rohmer are
wholly defined by their socio-political
stance, the managerial Canadian, the
tycoon American, and so forth. But
their private vacttums fail to hamperthe
roles they play in their creator’s political tracts. It is only when they are ex-

amined from thestandpoint ofliterature
that they vanish. In another way, the
characters in this novel have no reality
beyond the story-telling clich&s they
embody (rich kid, poorkid) so that their
lives offer no examination of the social
values and events they purport io convey. And thus the 6olonialist npeing of
the gentry in a fox hunt comes to be
more sharply conveyed than an indigenous lnbour massacre.

Though the novel mouths the
“rigiit” principles, its very shape refleets nothing different from that of the
machine-tooled, global best-seller. Of
course. it isn’t nearly as finely crafted
as the efforts of a Delderfield, but instead is the sort of third-rate imitation
of an internationalist norm that only a
Canadian publisher would feel is adequate enough for his meagre, unquestioning public.
The split between theory end pmctic!, the curious manner in which
nattonalist slogans can flourish within
continentslist
an
increasingly

economy, are n&r more clearly tewaled than in this book. If themythical
crew of monkeys sat down at the
typewriter and one day punched out all
of Canadian Forum. that still wouldn’t
give us Canadian culture. •i

By TERRENCE HEATH
~rmttn*s scnaoaonn’s prison memoir,
Shaking It Rough. is a fine, perceptive,
and intelligent account of prison life. It
could do more for the understanding of

the penal system in Canada than five
sociological studies and three royal
commissions.
Schroeder is not writing about the
system. He is not tabulating statistics or
guestimating the effects of punitive justice. Iie is writing out of prison life in

its everyday, every-week, every-month
realities. He writes of men’s hopes and
desires, their emotions, their battles,
their hates and loves. He writes with
passion and with humour. Within 20
pages, he has drawn you into the cells,
the corridors. and the work-camp
gangs. You know how it feels to live in
close proximity with men who are
either you friends or your enemies.
There is no third possibility. No man
can make it alone: he must be part of the
society; he must have friends and know
who his enemies are. There is no place
he can go to be alone, except to the cold
steel slats of a cot in the isolation cell.
Those inmates who can’t come to terms
with life inside “shake it rough.”
As you move with the author deeper
into prison life, you slowly realize that
the horror of confinement in prison has
more in common with “everyday life”
than you might have expected at the
beginning. As the prison becomes the
only reality and the outside world loses
its hard lines and certain proportions,
you find the prison is inhabited by people who have the characteristics of people everywhere. It is this depiction of
men (prisoners and guards) as both individuals and as part of a closed and
ruthless world that makes Shakirzg It
Rough a book for anyone who wants to
know, not what it is lie to be in prison,
but what it is like to be stripped of all
the excess baggage we schlepp through
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lift and be forced to live with an intensitu and consciousness that raise life
abbve the mechanical rituals most of us
suffer ~b “real life.”
Sheking Ir Rough is a book written in
a h?;: some of it scribbled down
nhile m prison; some written later. The
>uoctore of the book is a stringing togctherofthese “fragments.” The writing has some rough places. But the language from one cover to the other never
loses its vitality. The language of much
of the book comes right out of the language of prison: it is grotesquely
coar.w. bur electric and tense. There is
no peace. no pausing, and no delicate
phrasing. As with the author. the only
break the reader gets is a day’s pass that
ends with a lo-ticket ridr on a roller
cwster. Schroeder has let the language
lead him and it speaks as the experience
itsdf.
SlraKrg II Rough is not a book to be
scoured. It is not a full vint?ge wine: it
is green. heildy. and tastmg of the
berry. It’s what it should be. 0

The V;erewdf MIralces, by Terry
Crawford. Oberon Press, 95 pages,
57.95 cloth iISBN 0-88750-183-4).
Glass Passages, by Wayne Clifford,
Oberon Press, 152 pages, S8.95 cloth
ilSBN 0-SS750-154-O) and $4.50
paper (KEN O-88750- 182-6).
Even yr photograph looks afraid
of me, by Artie Gold, Talonbooks. 69
pages, unpriced, paper (ISBN
O-58922-059-.x).

tinuity is invented only to be let down.
Editing might have spared two or three
rereadings. Two things are needed concision and a clearly allegorical pattern of images. Lacking these, a mere
sense of the extraordinary remains, one
that tires in a book of 95 pages.
II is embarrassing to have to consult
the jacket blurb for insights into a volume of poems. There was no alternative
in the case of Wayne Clifford’s Glass
Passages. The poems do not have a
convincing sense of structure. The
words are too many and their purpose
vague. I missed a distinctive rhythm,
either visual or tonal. These difficulties
were aggravated by the length of the
book. The wasteful use of typographical space is a partial answer. Rather
than risk the unkindnessof aquote from
the book, I recall the publisher’s note:
“If wecannot reach ourdestination. we
can at least find out where we are
now. ”

Artie Gold’s wit is not as genial and
lighthearted as the cover of his book
m>y suggest. In spite of the title and the
cartooned cats prancing about a typewriter, the poems pack a lot of punch,
and the humour is acerbic. These are
poems that rebel from a literal world
pith their gusto, their sheer disatishctlon with the way things are. The lines
sweep acmss the page in a fashion reminiscent of Ginsberg. There is an almost concerted effort to be Iiberal in
spacing, in typography. Gold is intent
on grappling with the literal world; he
grapples well, even if the point of it is
sometimes lost. The satire is not distanced from the authorial gripe. If the
poems am witty, they are not generous.
If they are intelligent, they don’t pmvide a moral base for poking fun at

Ey PIER GIORGIO DI CICCO
THE VEIN OF neo-surrealism is suflicimly nrw to this country that ir is

hard to slight a book that has the intcrcsts of languape at heart. T h e
IFw~w~~f Mirmles is a book of poems
that tries to escape or transcend the literal facts of this world -but the miracles have yet to arrive. The poems have
the instinct ofgood poetry, but lack the
form of it. The mode is familiar; the
abrupt narrative of ostensibly trivial
events tendered marvellow by the
shocking and the unexpected. The
poems are allied in mood, but suffer in
their proximity to each other. They are
untitled and undifferentiated in format
and one is left wondering how much
one poem has to do with the next. The
effort distracts. The pattern of con-’

things. But that much can be achieved
with experience. What can’t be
achieved is what Gold already has -a
maverick sensibility that can make poetics out of anything. 0
September. 1979. Books in Canada 39

and forty-four,” refused the total emigration that is the easiest way.
Bauer’s voice, as befits his age (72).
is ripe’in the wisdom of chastened experience, yet with a fiery embracing of
life without which no man can continue
a true poet in age:

A Different Sun, by Walter Bauer.
translated fmm the German by Henry
Beissel. Oberon FVess. 118 pages,
$8.95 cloth (ISBN O-88750-165-6).

The Stacey Letters
1836-1858
ed. Jane Vansittart
A rare and complete colleclion of conzspondence offeis a remarkable view of
pioneer life. Stacey Senior,
guiliy of debts and dalliance
in England. forces hi son to
emigrate to Qugbec with hi
family. Ignorant of farming
the young Staceys nearly
starve but eventually succeed in sending intriguing
reports of progress and development of a new nation.
130 pp. Illustrated
Peter’Davles $11.95
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20 full colour paintings by
this famous Montreal painter
of old buildings that recaptu:re the charm of the province. Historic bulldings of
New France. barns. villages,
farm houses etc.
Eilingual test. 4Spp
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By MICHAEL THORPE
THB VERY LUST, writing like
Bauer’s is a timely reminder that there
are more kinds of Canadian consciousness than the ‘*English” and the
“French.” Bauer’s consciousness is,
of course, the poet’s: but it is also that
of many thousands who. like him,
came to Canada in middle life as
matured Europeans for’whom neither
official language can ever express the
depths of their experience. It is only
through the fluent service of Bauer’s
translator Henry Beissel, in English
versions refreshingly &a from imposed poetic devices, that we are privileged to hear a moving voice from
among those Canadians who srz overlooked in disputes about cultural discrimination. They are likely to be
divided dreamers, nursing “a despefate
love for Europe,” yet seeking, in flight
from Nazi Germany, the Soviet empire,
or Italian poverty, a new, clean beginning under ‘3 different sun.” As Beissel, no besotted devotee, comments in
his objective preface: “It is.simply not
true that the Canadian ‘never knew
shame.’ Just ask any Indian.” Nevertheless, he understands and forgives
Bauer’s tendency to idealize Canada,
as other readers will.
After a past in Hitler’s Germany, the
harrowed spirit seeking renewal
clutches at hope, not new reasons for
despair. Bauer:s “older man’s” message is “Onward!/Thr charge of the
living,” but not only that; it is charged
with his duty to wtness to a
comparatively innocent country that,
as a German and a human being, he
brings to his new land his people’s tw
rible history as a universal inheritance..
Though he has so far overlooked
Canada’s enormities, several biting
shortpoems point how dangerously thii
inhentance lives on in America. Several of his most deeply felt longer
poems take historical perspective in
their celebration of others who have
borne witness that the “lucky” ones
“who are still in the light” may see.
Breughel and Goya, like “the men of
the twentieth of July/Nineteen hundred
AT

His strength comes from looking outward beyond obsessed introspection or
the doom-laden despair he derides in
contemporary poets, philosophers,
“pseudo-paupers” (young bourgeois
“revolutionaries”) with their merely
imagined sufferings: “Big words/
Turn/My stomach.-. . . I eat myself
well/On little words.” His youthful
Communism (he was beginning m
make his name as a left-wing writer
before Hitler came to power) gleams
still in the bleak. compassionate eye
attentive to his fellow immigrants. He
penetrates beneath their outlandish clothing to the harsh experience he shared
with them; many poems’in the first part
of the book, notably the livwection
“Dishwashers.” attest this with a moving blend of irony, sympathy and
realiim. They also ponder the new
country’s meaning in a sequence of observations. open questions, and tentative aRirmations. In “Canada” and
other poems, the arctic, “icy void”
draws the imagination of this biographer of Nansen towards a simplifying, awesome clarity that renders
artificial our exery form of light:

.The second and third parts of this
ample collection ax devoted to p&ical commentary and reflection and to
less remarkable pieces on the nature of
poetry snd the poet’s calling. Throughout. a strong, brooding voice compels
attention and respect, especially in the
dignified monologues and conversation
pieces Bauer - in Wordsworth’s
~~$.‘~;~“b$$gh~~;;~
affirms, of the shoemaker with whom
he would talk as if tu Pastemali:
A slonnfi0nl ,iw e,Vs
Of the short Ukrainian
warf~ me
No more. “0 /err
Than 12 line of pm-y.
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!3eothucli Poems. by Sid Stephen,
Oben~n Press. 5s pages. $7.95 cloth
tlSB!‘l O-&:i750-121-4) and $3.50
p~prrIlSBi‘!O-85750-162-l).
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ludicmus as beached whales; they
penetmte the wilderness to feel “the
sudden/warmth of cobwebs/on the face
at night,” and am plagued by the “cold
sparks/ of fear . . . struck/ in dry white
minds.” Suffering is starkly conveyed.
Stxvation is felt with “Each motion
[that] brings dead flesh/ @fully to
life.”
The plights of Mary March and
Shawnadithit (two of the Indians captured, we are told, by white hunting
parties) pre recorded with compassion,
the power of incident giving force to
poetry. Odd and touching am the ac-

companying maps and drawings made
by Shawnadithit while in captivity; they
provide the last tentative links to an
obscure past. There is ironic counterpoint in the final section of the book.
which describes a modem odyssey into
Newfoundland; but the barren hostile
mystery is unchanged.
Generally, the writing is plain and
dignified. almost constrained by an elusive and austere subject. One remembers the content over the style, which is
perhaps a measure of success., This
story of the island and its first people is
“whispered/but noi.told.“.U

Ry FAT!ZJClA KEENEY SMITH
r I IE FUL TR’,’ of Sid Stephen’s Brorhuck
R VIII.\ is subdued. even self-effacing.
L$~mnsciously. it almost hides more
Ilvn if reveals ofavanishedpeople. We
xt glimpses and imaginative exrenlions from a few meogrc facts. In this
bno!;. the Eeothuck Indians, “native
inhabitants of Newfoundland” when
the Europeans came in the mid-1400s.
!ir;t sounded the island “as if it were a
bell.” making its hmsh reality their
UK”. Thrir presence is conjured up in
images of mutability and isolation.
Their rhuuls transmit a spare and beautiVul logic: their craflsmen observe perfiXl!\‘.
Not every piece works, but there is
something in each. Europeans are as

For o”er Ihlrty-seven yogtS Ek
pcsillon Press published bock
manuscripts equal to trade
standards In a” average of
three months--a third the
usual time. Our spaclal im-

Expx?ilioa-tJnlverslty
g:iarly). Banner (trade).
Lochlnvar (AmerIcana). Tastament (rallgious), are reserved
for deserving works In thelr
separate tlelds. We offer a
cludii ediforlal &ervislct7,
a dynamic advertlslng. hmrketing a n d pmmctlonsl pmgram and trade dlstrlbutlon.
lnqulrles are lnvlted: edltorlal
reports furnIshed wlthcut cbl!gatic”.
F R E E : Two fact-filled bmchums contalnlng a detallsd
descrlpSon cl cur publishing
plan and presenting a breakdw:tn cl contract tamw and

typical co+.

: Why ‘Gzowski on FM’ fizzled and what
its successor should be looking for
By RON WALDIE
LAST FALL the CBC launched its new
national FM-radio network. Ode of the
flagship offerings was a national lateafternoon pmgram on the arts. Grows&
on FM. The show, which attempted to
capitalize on Peter Growski’s name
and talents, underwent a 141 in June
when Gzowski left the show for the
summer and, ultimately, television.
The program was re-chastened as T/ze
Entertainment Section. with peter
Downie as host. September, however,
will see the program scuttled. CBC
management now is investigating various options before embarking on
another arts program.
While it might be tempting to see the
demise of this program as an example
of the CBC backing out of yet another
imaginative commitment - two hours
a dayofprime-timeradio devoted to the
arts is imaginative-Ithink it would he
far more valuable to take a closer look
at the past year’s experiment, since the
mgram ultimately must be ‘udged a
adure. It’s to be ho ed the “p acement
:.
can capitalize on tR e strengths
j of its
predecessor while avoiding the pitfalls.
The single most laudatory aspect of
the show was its emphasis on live performances by its guests. This policy
cave the show a vital element of crea&e tension and provided the guests
with tangible monetary support. (Since
il went on air last November, the pronrdm has averazed more than $11,
per month in &formance fees.). Arlists, especially musicians. have thus

benefitted fmm a superb technical e?cposure of their work to a national audience and a comfortable cheque to accompany the promotion. The policy of
keeping the production team as small as
possible and relying on the artists and
performers to supply the content is one
that should be carried over to whatever
replacement format the CBC adopts.
There were, however, major problems’with the program’s design. Its approach to the arts was one of assiduous
non-specialization. Gmwski described
his role as host as that of “being a
dilettante among the arts”; of “acting
as a surrogate for those who are interested but who do not know much
about them.” This tactic was designed
to make the arts more easily appmachable for a wider segment of the audience. While this idea had interesting
possibilities in theory, the realities of
its application lefi much to be desired.
It was also the unwitting cause of the
major problem of the program: the lack
of any meaningful critical perspective.
Before embarking on any kind of
discussion about “critical perspective”
it is vital that this concept be clearly
understood. During the past decade,
which will surely be viewed as one of
the great ages of sentimentality, this
concept, like those of literacy and
self-discipline, has become part of the
new profanity. By critical, lherefom.. I
mean the process whereby any creanve
activity: be it artistic, scientific,
mechamcal, or academic, is placed in
formal and historical perspective and
then evaluated. A critical approach focuses attention on the work rather than
its creator and establishes meaningful

_,. -i_i_ _ ...~ .._ . ..., ..:_- :.__ .,.

contests for appreciation. Gzowski’s
rolr as a dilettante gave the program a
unique potential for such an approach
because he was in a position to ask
bs3ic critical and formal questions in
the highly relaxed and personable manner nhich is his trademark.
Eecause of a production decision to
eliminate the idea of criticism and to
avoid talking about THE ARTS, howewr. this potential was wasted.
Gmwski. in fact, often had remarkably
little to talkabout. The focus, insteadof
bein: on the art form as an intrinsically
intxestingand important phenomenon,
US on the artist as a supposedly. interesling and important petsottality. All
too often. Gzowski ended up having to
ask the most banal and empty of questions: “When did you write that
soa*?” or “How long does it take to
v& a poetry sequence?” Thii appmwh implicitly conceded that the
song or the poem was either too difficult

or boring for a radio conversation or
that it was simply not important enough
to discuss. It also resulted in dull convewtion and established a dangerous
pnxedent in treating the arts.
Artists are interesting and important
only as their work is interesting and
itttportant. The assumption that becrausc an urtin is “creative.” he is a
personality. is highly questionable,
since it serves to separate the artist from
thL’ xst of the population. many of
whom. in their own contexts. atx
hi;lltl~ creative. Gwwski’s consistent
utt*mpts to make artists. many of
whom need a sense of privacy and
detachment to survive, “open-up”
ofien resulted in self-conscious and anno!ingly precious conversations. In
late May. for example, Gzowski spent
a hour with John Hammond, one of
the tbtest uttd most knowledgeable
blues artists in the business. Only the
Iabt question. which had to be rushed
becuus6 of time, allowed Hammond to
tall; about th6 blues rathesthatt himself.
It wa> fascinating to not6 the change in
his manner. An intensity immediately

emerged that. had it pervaded the entire
intcrviev:. v;ould have made for much
more interesting listening. It would
abo have served to broaden my knowledge of this fascinating genre, which
will last much longer than John Ham-

mond.
The only defenee of the program’s
studied refusal to adopt this appmach
iq in the view that critical discussions
are esclurive and boring and that the
shot must aim for a general audience
appeal. Poppycock! First, the CBC FM
ncwork is an urban network. That
means that anywhere the program is
heard. alternative radio is available. So
those who are not interested in the 6rts
can change stationswhile thosewhoare
intcrcsted - and there ar6 many -can
listen. How many? According to the
Canndrt Council and Statistics Canada,

BUT NOT IN CANADA!
Smug Canadian Myths Shattered

CANADA: THE HEROIC
BEGINNINGS
Donald Creighton
AdistinguIshed hlstorlan inllllatttly
captures the sweep of Canadian
history through our National tlllotfc
Sines and Parks. “It is a series of
historic sketches elaborated by
sumptuous illustrations. An attempt
to make the stones speak to US?
-0tfawa Journal. 58 illustrations in
colour. 170 In blackand white.
25Bpag66 auxttu’r tiistory
i6BN 6-7706-12004 Paper 96.6”
ISBN 6376641806 clDth 817.95

by Harsh Reality
waker stewart
This explosive book, a witty and
hard-hltting antidote to complacence, examines Canadian history
from earliest times to the present
and provides devastating evidence
that Canadians have no reason to
be smug about any imagined moral
sunerioriiv.

STRANGERS DEVOUR
TILE LAND

EDWARD BLARE

The Cree hunters of the James Bay
area versus Premier Bourassa and
the James Bay Development
cOrp0mti0ll
Boyce Richardson
“This story is of a clash of two
cultures, of savage6 againei a
humane sociely. . . The white men
are the 6avages. . . . A groat book.”
-Ottawa Journal. “Richardson has
wdtlen a fine book. It is moving and
delightful and enraging.” -GRewa
Citf~ert; Illustrated.
s6spsge8 6X6
Cur~ntEvBnl~~llll~lN9li~ Peoples
IsBN 6.77u6-1376-6 SlS.96

Volume 2: Leader and Ed/e
(lsril-lgl2)
Joseph Schull
This Is the concluding volume of a
perceptive biography of Sir John A.
Macdonald’s most feared opponent,
a man of extraordinary intellect.
“With a combination of family papers
and a novelist’s insight he ha6 been
able to paint a remarkable portrait.”
-Tomnto Globe end Ma//.
9mpqes 6X9 wograplly,
tSBN 6-7705.18256 818.96
Volume 1: The Man of the Other
Way(1833-1881)
967~~ 6x9 w09,aphy
ISBN 6.770sta7a-a SlS.99

RARD TO SWALLOW
Why Food Prices Keep Rising And What Can Be Done About It
Walter Stewarl
This bestselling expose of the
Canadian food industry is a compulsively readable and extremely informative look at the route food
fakes fmm the farmer’s field to our
table-and at the middlemen who
take their healthy out along the way.
“A damn good book.” -The Gfobs
and Mall (Tomnto).
616 pages 6 x 9 Canrumer AHaIrs
ISBN W7651267Q Clolh 69.99
ISBN 6-77664263-6 Paper $9.95

A VERY DOUBLE LIFE
The P&ate World of
Mackenzie King
c. P. stncey
From the exfraordlnaty diaries that
Mackenzie King kept fmm 1993 to
three day6 before his death in 1950,
C. P. Stacey has re-created in lively
and amusing detail the aatonishlng
facts of the private life he kept
separafe from his publicworfd. lffustrated.
256~119s~ 6 x 6 Btn9n@q
ISBN
0-7709-tS3M
SIR99

Available at good booksfores everywhere
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there were 100 million paid admissions
to vibwl and performing arts events in
1974. During the same period. there
were 64 million paid admissions IO
sporting events.
Sewnd. the assumption that critical
appmaches are exlusive approaches is
both patronizing and dangerous. Surely
the pmducrrs could have credited the
people of this country with some intelligence and sensitivity. Thus the attempt to make the arts more approachahle by assuming a folksy air ironically
served to patronize and alienate both
the arts and the audience. Borh are too
important for that kind of treatment.
Another mjor problem with the
program was the absence of a consistent national focus. Put simply, the
show ignored the reality of that border.
I am not about to urge the replacement
toadopt any ItindofCanadian-only purity quota. But 1 sincerely hope that it
will recognize that Canadian cultural
and entcnsinment values are not identical to those south of the border. The
issue is not one of Canadian being better or worse. but of Canadian being
different and different being important.
I am. for example. curious to know
why Bill Usher and Linda Page Harper
were gallivanting all over the United
States talking to bluegrass/ blues/ jazz
musicians and then sending the tapes
nonh. Have we explored in any mean-

<vIelilories of Settlers

ingful way the folk traditions in this
country? Why weren’t they in Newfoundland. the Maritime& or Quebec?
Similarly. Truman Capote’s trivial and
vicious gossip about New York’s Clite.
which has absolutely nothing to add to
the arts scene in rhe U.S., ler alone
Canada, was inflicted on us as some
sort of major event. Why?
I simply refuse to accept the proposition that then? is not enough going on in
the arts in this counrry to build a daily
two-hour, prime-time program. The
problem with all the arts in Canada is
that hardly anyone knows what is going
on. Surely, one of the 14 funcrions of
programs such as this was to find out
about and make us aware as a country
of what we are, in fact, doing. Why
wasn’t there some good old investigative journalism into such general areas
as the recording and publishing industries in this country, or the problems of
arts funding. or the issues raised by the
Symons report on Canadian awareness? Why not a series of discussions
with diitinguished Canadian literary
clitics such as A.J.M. Smith, George
Woodcock. or Northrop Frye on the
state of CanLit? Did anybody bother to
find out what the Royal Winnipeg Ballet has planned for next season? There
is in this country an astonishing arrayof
material available for intelligent and interesting broadcasting. It’s a shame that

the program chose not to explore thii
potential.
The continental assumptions of the
show. rather than raising awareness of
and critical interest in the arts in
Canada. served instead to reinforce the
assumption that “real” culture is hap
pening somewhere else-like the Ap
palnchians, or the deep South, or New
York and Hollywood.
To be suer., important Canadian mleni did get exposure - if and when it
got to Toronto. The exposure was often
the result of coincidence; the artists
were there because of a concert date. or
a book publication, or an opening
night. Generally, there were dismally
few attempts to get even basic information about the arts and artists in the rest
ofCanadaon theshow. Onceagain, we
had the infuriating impression of Toronto sitting back and waiting for the
rest of the country to come m it.
The purpose of writing an article
such as thii in a national book review is
not to take shots at a program that is
already &ad. The purpose is to stress
that the original commitment was important; the country needs a program
lie this. I hope that {he CBC does

,.

schedule a replacement and that h can
give the arts in this country the treatment rhev deserve. I will be ii very in-

terested kd hopeful listener this foming fall. 0
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Thr@stanthology o/pxms and rongr by thc~wrkingpcoplewho
brdftourcou~t
and@tghtfcrits/: NativcPeopla.
Voyagnus, hrr
y Scttlcrs, Lumbcnncn, Fkhmm, Fmners,
Mbws nnd manv otbcr uwkcrs; thcRer&tion ofZ~9.37, the Nine
Hour hfua-mmt, the MCtir Uprising and the Winnipeg Gcnenl
St&‘. Poems areaccmnpmkd by an hishnial note. ZntrodwJton
by thr editor.
A Books~rErc?ybodysck-dion.
Cl&II $12.95
FaFe7 96.95

In thcseartisk’~&n word% how a navrrt, anti-mctropolit&
fimddy Cnnadhn, bcgaa in London, Ontario. Thtirsyititof

&f-hdpami co-opcmtat basgivn r&c to na organimtion and
ncmdircction in Canedinn art. Bta&andmhitcnnd alour
rcproductiom ofthcirwork.

ABooksforEwybod&dcdim.
paperS5.95

CbJtb $a.95

Thefirst AnthologyofBl~&Pmcrrrnd Z’osh’y in t3nadn . . .
edited by Harold Head
abbotandezson
DImme Brand
VibertCambddge
D&d Campbelt
Owen Capbe
Austin ad
Liz Cmmrvelt
tviuts cummins
DarrylDean
Ron Gasldn

.

HamId Head
Harold Sonny Ladon
Felirr~IU0ltUlI~
MaIikaNeN
Arthur Nortje

by Andrew Lamorie

aldrk.Roacb

VaThOBIaS
Carol-i
A&W&e
Gloria W e s l e y

“IQ hlrcr come”. ThcZiucfynnd b&-hitting Zitcmtwe ofa
tnlartrd gronp of GmudZans new and old. Tbcy
us aft4 Iwk
at Cmwda nnd a window M the Third World. Thf bo& b
dcdiutsd to thespirit and id& of the Saond WorZd BZa&nnd
Afrimn Fcsttml of the Arts and Culture to bc held in Niger@ in
1.42. It b the cotkcttuc consriom~as of tbcAt%m d&porn in
cm!aflI today.

give

paperS4.95

doth$ll.95

People with Frayed Collars
The Great Tax Robky
The Conqueror’s Culture
The Cold Winds of Crisis
Positively No Admitkneel
OurNeighbows,
the Pirate3

The Vanishing Canadian
Largest Smallest Market
in the World
Come Drown for Uncle Sam
Your Dollar and your Vote
Cash Market for Canadians
Take It Back!

Origindl~witkn in 1963 a prominmt Cmudim Cundcrrrpcn
nam.4, this little book mt %
t mughfour Imgcprinttngs. It ir an
inrprruloned indictment -mmpZcktithfucts, figureand #tame o$hom thirmun~sgm~m~t~~bbusinersZmdcrrtum~our
wcafth over to the Amcrtans. It is out&mding not only bmzu$c it
plonewcdin thefight tosavc&mada: in it, youdbamcrbmicnnd
cwrcct fmths&ut thcsdlout to the U.S.A., hnthsmbicblrrr. to
this duy, dZstortcd, rmdrd ad denied in nm’?y a “ptvfound”
rhtdy. tZ@tcdnnd rmircdby theauthor.

papuS5.95

cloth 8.95

by Joan Finniin
45 photognphs by Eric christensat
Tlrs Oftarn V&y mom than any otbcr part of ?&cd Ontario, is
ctilta colosrus astride hwwdds: thcprimitiocand citified.
High-powrcd nuder statlom r&a dwe hrurd-haun,
mos+chi&d mmpkxa of thr arft& srttlcn.

br tlzcpltiy A Prince of Good Felkws, tlrcfcudal Iminl ticNab
is fihdlpfiwd to@ the dckmzincd msiskncc of thcarliat
SCttlcrS
The Best Damn Fiddler fmm C&bog& to Kaladar ir the NFB
futurcfilm which won 9
the 1 I Gmudbmfilm awards in I%9
imludiq the Etmgfor the bat sucqday.

of

A~~ilrrludrd~rrponns~ndpmsron LhcVnZlcyandmminbrunarp
of long-time r&dents.
CIotb 517.95
paper59.95

Plem? orderfrom:

&&Id &d6S

“RcgionaZ and Community DNdopmcnt in I) Ncm Natton.”
ZJcrbqs the bcs~known figure in thc@ld of mmmunity da&p
mcntin Cana&,JimLokbrZngs thc,%dtof20ymrsofuurk
and vwarch in the U.K., Afrm, and Camada to thisbook. Al&toyandnnnlysiso mmmunitydmclopmcnt in Gmada, how ifs
kq doncand its iturcprqak. Jim Lok is thcnuthorof many
&ides, rcsmti pqms, and books induding Northern Realities.
prpuS4.95

CIotb $11.95

11 Bodton Ave., Toronto M4M 2J4
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SL:JIMER began for the Canadian
publishing industry with a display of
petty bickering in Vancouver. It ended
with the book-review section of the nugust New York Times carping about
cultural n;rrionalism in “colonial”
Canada. But in between some real
progress was made toward unity,
common sense. and enlightenment.
The bickering, which marred the
otherwise highly successful annual
convention of the Canadian Book4ers Associmion. arose over the old
issue of special orders - publishers
selling directly to the public. Burlington bookseller Al Cummings, later
elected the new CBA president. m
ported rhat nine Toronto publishers
h;rd been approached by an ageru
pr~wxwttwr asking for books. Only
one - McClell;md & Stewart - re
fused. The publishers replied hotly
that. depsire such lapses. special orders
ure against company policies. They
claimed moreover rhat when potential
THE

signed mticle, which had a curiously
imperial ring to it, took the view that the
deal was a distress sale consummated
under the shotgun of Ottawa’s Foreign
Investment Review Agency. Another
edge of the American empire has been
chipped away; another corner turned in
Canada’s sad, mad, governmentinspired rush toward premature independence. 0 Howe, thou shouldst be
living at this hour!
Well, presumably the Times will
understand if we colonials take a
somewhat different view. FIRA’s interest in S&S began when the firm’s
New York parent was taken over by
Gulf & Western. the American conglomerate. Gulf & Western then approached the Canadian government to
see whether it could retain indirect cootrol of the S&S operation in Canada.
FIRA said no, ruling that the firm’s
ultimate ownership had changed and
the change would not be “of significanr
benefit to Canada.“‘Suggestions that
this decision amounted to **a thinly
disguised expropriation” are nonsense.
Had its own status not changed, S&S
could have gone on running a branch
plant here: legally and without pressure, unttl the second coming of
Richard Nixon.
However. it seems that all the while
Simon & Schuster has been planning to
sell its Canadian subsidiary anyway.

customers are referred to a retailer, the
bookstore often fails m fill the order.
With that, the name-calling began.
Ironically. the seminar in which this
exchange took place was called “Between Friends Co-operation instead of
Confrontation.”
We think this is a non-issue. The
relation between booksellers and publishers is symbiotic; they can’t exist
without each other. Publishers should
do their best to ensure that company
policies are observed. But if the odd
desperate book-buyer is prepared to
trek into a rwnote suburb to obtain a
badly needed book, it would be churlish not to accommodate him or her.
Harmony could be preserved be ensuring that the retail profits from such occasional transactions are donated to the
CBA pension fund.
The carping in the New. York Times
was prompted by the recent sale of
Simon & Schuster’s Canadian branch
plant to General Publishing. The un-

w. %. SCWALLW AND c. R. CARROLL
CONTENTS
Health Disease and the Consumer
Behaviour of Health Consumers
Health Economics and the Consumer
Preventive Health Care
Systems of Healing and Health Practitioners
Consumer Health Protection
Quackery
The Use and Abuse of Health Products
Device Quackery
Nutritional Quackery
Arthritis Quackery
Cancer Quackery
Health Care Delivery
Consumer Health Education
Methods, Materialsand Resources for
Consumer Health Education
Index
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Negotiations xvere begun months beCore the FIRA ruling. Said Richard
Sn::der. the km’s New York president:
“1 looked at that operation and did not
lik it and decided to sell. It wasn’t
mal.ing any money and its prospects for
mAking money did not seem particuhrly high. 1 don’t want it to seem
that bccausc of that ruling we jumped
into bed rith General Publishing.”
Needless to say. this was a bit of
nws tht the New York Times did not
judge tit to print.
Given the prevailing mood of confrontation and wilful misunderbmnding. a small miracle occurred at
rhc irnnual convention of the Canadian
Lihory Association in HaMax. The
CLA had bern locked on a collision
cnwe with the Writers’ Union of
CanaJ~ over the issue of public lending
rights -a system that awards mynlties
to authors on the basis of books borrwcd from libraries. A majority of libmrims wete - and still ate - firmly
opposed to public lending tights. For
wrinus reasons. they ntfuse to admit
11xa any such “tights” exist.
Eut thanks to the persuasive powers
of writer June Callwood and the conciliatory mediation of. among others,
Dwn Fruncrss H~lpenny o f t h e
UofT’s Faculty of Library Science. a
compromise emerged at the convcnlion. The CLA now is resolved to suppott x system that produces increased
tin~ncial tew&s for Canadian authors
on the basis of library holdings. as long
as tbc funds come fmm the federal gcwernment. Compensation will probably
bc d~tennined by the number of books
held by libmries rather than the number
of times a particular title is borrowed.
With luck. the scheme could be in opcrdtion by next summer.
Although the writers’ union is apparcntly happy with this compromise, we
c.~n musteronly two cheers. As we have
said before in this column; Britain’s
A. P. Herbert wa right. We think public lending “tights” do exist in natural
juuice and should be formalized in law.
Wc think the librarians arc defending a
twctionatv and exploitive practice.
And we think the wtiters’ union should
continue to light for a system that esiablishes with absolute clarity rhat there is
a fee-paying ;unngement between
crwtiw authors and their readers. The
Halifax compromise simply reinforces
the traditional Canadian attitude that
whcrs by and large are a burden on the
public purse and should consider themselves lucky if they are read at all.
ox .XNUTHER matter which is close to
oar hratt. hopefully thete arc still some
huwons around who will consider this
scntetw something less than a paradi:m of good English - although petfectlg viable within the parameters of
current usuge. We are prepared to SW
render on out long relu-guard action to

This Illuminating book broadens
understanding of the changing
role of women in modern Canadian
society. Based on statistical data,
it describes and evaluates the
pattern of women’s participation in
thefamilyand in the labour force,
and stresses the need for social
cooperation between women and
men in Canada. Paperbound.
Wx9”(15x22Mcm). 217 pages.
lC23-15-1973. $3.75.
SEqRMRK%op~~~
A story of aerial photography in
Canada. This entertaining narrative
isacombinationoffacts, photo‘graphs and vivid accounts of
personal experiences. It Includes
chapters on early history, wartime
photographic intelligence, and
Canadian air photography
overseas. Clothbound. 8%” x 11 w
(21!4 x 28cmI. 270 pages. .
M52-391975. $10.00
xX3&l a

Theannual handbookofpresent
conditions and recent progress.
Articles on Canada’s geography,
history, arts and culture, religion,
scientific activities, and recreation
are feature of this45th edition.
Numerous colour photographs.
Paperbound. Wx9” (15x 22McmI.
376pages. CSll-203-1970. $2.75

Available at Canadian Gwemment BooklUres or
by mail (Ottawa KlA OSQ), at our authorized agents and
through your local bookstore.
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by C.T. Cttrrelly

Nor7 available again . . .

The Rscinating story of

how the
Royal Oaario Wwettm of

Archaeology developed fmm a dream
in one man’s mind into one of the
world’s great collections.. . The
extraordinary autobiography of a
remarkable Canadian. With an
Introduction by Northrop Frye.
Fl4.w paper
Publicalions Department
Royal Ontario Museum
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preserve the distinction between
“which” and “that.” It was a useful
distinction: but nobody. including
heads of English departments and 7%~
New Yorker, seems to understand it
any more. This is to serve notice. however. that Books in Canada is nor surrendering on the misuse of “hopefully” and will continue to regard the
use of “human” as a noun (“human
being” is the correct term) as an
abhorrence. As for those queens of contemporary cant - “paradigm,” “viable,” and “parameter” -they will be
tolerated only when used with authority
and discretion.
FINALLY , perceptive readers may have
noticed certain changes in our format
with this issue. The new look is another
step in our continuing program to improve the appearance and content of
Bo& in Canada as the means become
available. Some of the changes reflect
suggestions received through our July
readers’ survey, which yielded a
gratifyingly large response. A full report on the results of that survey will be
included in our next issue. 0

KICR IN THE PLLSENER
Sk:
Wrkes Clive Codring in his review of Tlu Great
Conmfian Bnr Boat (July issuek “Beer is the
drink of ,be worliimg classes only because rbey
cm’, afford orher. mom elcwring (shall we say)
bwemgw.” What B crock of Scblin!
Yn Blue i, aive:
Yn go, mom darn ,here for a24 and a pizza
Clive?
“T,,e Grm, C,mm’iam Beer Book is also
likely IO appeal only u) mllecmn of dw incomequendal.”
You M0c4cheadl
Pe’e2xz

SYNCRUDITIES DEPLORED
sir:

. . . a nutwe, wntmued and cohsrent
book of poems on the subleer of politics
and ima~bution. This is Geddes’ fifth
collection of poems and by far bk be%
Eli Mandel. Globe d A~all

. . . WAR & OTHER MEASURES is a
good poem whose Canadian root! do not
impede a wider mntemponry relevlnsr
George Woodcock. Bookr In G,nar,a

1 wi irankly shocked ,ba, you would Id
someone wi,h such close ricr u) the oil cane1 ,ha,‘s wba, ,hey am-review Larry J+,,‘s book
(July issue). I am na going u) pair-by-pain,
challew wha, Mr. Rilchie says. but I think an
insideni in ,he “emergency” &mundin tie
tar-sands deal should pu, Mr. Ritehi’s de 7e nce
of ,he foreign-owned oil mnglommdes in its
pmper puspeaivc.
Back in ,he nol-rodii,an, days when I wiu
sdU an avid TV addiir. e natidnal emergency
was bmidcas, fium Winnipeg. Tension moumed
as the week came 10 a close. \Vcndd Synuude by
saved? Does God have ears?
On Fdd afternoon dw. crisis was suspended
for dw 2end and teamed Monday morning.
whv? To give all sides lime 10 lhink of ,he c&d
dthemuney? Oftiping oil prices low?.Or . .

Did it have rnylhin 10 do wilh Ihc deadline
for TV news? Or the ‘iPC, ,ha no news l”pp:ns
on ,he we&“& because ,he 1’2pOnerS aa,‘,
around. TINa a cold. hard union ix,. And il.5
p+z,,y had ,o orrhes,m,e I) crisis if management
has u) p~ly double and uiple lime.
Soap opem, are grea,. But when ,hey CDI, me
like Syncmde or the M0nura.l Olympin or Ihe
soon-m-be-appmwd Mackenzie Vatley pipeline. 1’11 take cheap abe any day.
Don Humphriu
Winnipeg

have been told they are boring and apologetic so often that they are
ready to buy the idea. At any rate. that’s
the theory behind McClarken &
Newspider’s latest venture. The publishing firm is preparing a new series
called How Grey We Are and seeks
potential titles that conform with the
general theme. Bruce Bailey of
Montreal received $25 for this idea and
a ‘like sum will go to the winner. Adress: CanWit No. 15. B o o k s i n
Canada, 366 Adelaide Street East, Tomnto M5A lN4. The deadline is
Sept. 30.
CANADIANS

RESULTS OF CANWIT NO. 13
CONTESTAN T S wete asked for wtamples
of how common English idioms might
be transmogrified in linguistic transIation. The winner is Grant Bucklerof
Wolfville, NJ., who receives $25 for
these well-mangled entries:
q “I know I can co”“, on you “ot u) Iti me
down” uans,a,es as “1 know I can cam, on
you ,o hold ,I,E up.”

“He is hard-Wed” ,mns,am PI “He has B
sh-ong hear,.”
0 “I, goes wkbm, saying” ,nnsbi,es a5 “If you
don’, mention il. it will go away.” b
m “t+e likes !a g$herouin” 8nu1~ta,eSas”Sbe
en v mwmg.
q ** 4es had a,, ,he breaks” vanrla,es as -He’s
been injured seven1 ,imes.”
q

Honoiuable mentions:
q ““e broughr home ihe bacon” tcmsl~es

31
“He repavialed Ihe pig.”
D “She slipped on a banana peel” tnnskues as
“She donned atigh, yellow dwss.”
q
“He cooked the boob” uanalres as “He
mate slphabz, soup.”
q ‘Xii in bed” ,ranstaes as “Fib in crib.”
-Gordon Black. Tomma
q

;l;f,an’t make k cm” uanslales as “I’m sdll

D “She ,,ever sa, ou, one dma” mnsli~es Y
“She neverdmced seated:’
-B. Muzychka. Ariss. On,.
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A conference on Canadian books
and Canadian Publishing,
sponsored by the Association of Canadian Publishers.
Friday, October 15 and Saturday, October 16, 1976
Medical Science Building, University of Toronto
FRIDAY, 800 p.m.
Keynote speaker:

3:30 p.m.
Workshops: “Building Public Support”

Harry Boyle, chairman of the
Canadian Radio-television Commission
to be followed by a panel and a reception

Party and dance with live Canadian entertainment
at the International Students Centre.
33 St. George St.
8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, 10:00 a.m.

Pdckdge $6.00. Advance Registration $5.00

Panel: “Where We Stand:
Foreign Ownership and Foreign Control.”

Students and unemploved $5.00.
Advance Re@stration 33.5U.

1:30 p.m.

THE ASSOCIATION OF CANADIAN PUBLISHERS,
56 The Esplan.lde. Tornnlo. Ontario.
Telephonet416) 361-14011.

Panel: “Legislation and the Other Media”

The things theyie (blush) saying about I33OOCZ@&@~CJ1M
o ‘fin excellent,arefully dnd often wittily written, well- researched
publication, engrossing for schola and cdsudl reader alike .’
JOHll ~l~Hk.l~lrl~
0 “I’ve

WW.lj? 5:a:

never seen dn issue that didn’t hold my interest in

severdl places .I
o OLivelydnd

- RoBERT “,,,, ______ _____ ___________________________ _____

comprehensive.
- R O Y MacSKIMMING.
Toronlo Star

’

.______m

: Please send me Books n Canada for one year
:, f.12 Issues) for $9 95
i

P!eaSe t~!l me 1

: I encloSe a cheque :

:

SUBSCRIBE NOW
oNly

$9.95

: Please make cheques payable 10 Canadian Review of

! Books Ltd., 366 Adelaide SI East. Toronto MSA 1NA
:
September. 1976. Books m Canada 43
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